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Inside: SIUC swimming/diving teams prepare for preliminary NCAA Zone meet- pilge ·12 
Mtdtiple defendants named in ·lawsuit· 
Victim of alleged· 1994 
assault seeks more than 
$50,000 from fraternity, 
bar, former students. _ 
By Kendra Helmer 
Daily Egyptian Reporter 
Two fonner SIUC students. a fra-
ternity and a local bar arc named in a 
civil lawsuit filed in late February 
stemming from an alleged assaull 
that occurred on the Strip in 1994. 
Dougla.'i North, of Casey. is seek-
ing in excess of $50,000 from the 
defendants for permanent personal 
injuries he alleges he suffered as a 
result of an incident that occurred· 
outside of the American Tap tavern. 
518 S. Illinois Ave., North's lawyer 
says. The American Tap closed in 
November 1994. 
Coun records state that North was 
a.,;saultcd by two Delta Chi Fraternity 
members Cory Vandeveer, 24, and 
John Giese. 24, on May 6, 1994. 
North. V:mdevcerand Giese could 
not be reached for comment 
The lawsuit states that North was 
Carbondat·e bus service 
offers route to Chicago 
By Brian T. Sulton 
Daily Egyptian Reporter 
A Carbondale bus service is 
offering an altem:itivc way to trav-
el to Chicago for the weekend 
bec.iuse of higher rates in other ser-
vices and cuts in Amtrak. a busing 
manager says. 
West Bus Service, 700 N. New 
Era Rd., is again offering weekend 
trips 10 Chirai;o for S5\J per ruund-
trip. 
Rick Hale. Wc.~t Bus operations 
manager. said the company is offer-
ing the Carbondale to 01irago route 
again because of a panial cut in 
Amtrak's Illini Carbondale to 
Chicago routes. Amtrak cut service 
from SC\'en days a week 10 six days 
by eliminating Sunday service from 
the lllini's Carbondale to Chicago 
route. 
Hale said the _bus will leave 
Carbondale Friday at 4:15 p.m .• 
stopping in Champaign, Kankakee 
and se,·eral stops in the Chicago 
area. Hale said the bus will leave 
01icago Sunday at 2 p.m., stopping 
at the same stops and arriving in 
Carbondale at JO p.m. 
Hale said the service was offered 
in the late 1980s. 
He said that by 1989. the service 
was running seven buses to 
Chicago for w.c weekend. He said 
the service haltetl because of fierce 
competition from Amtrak and 
Greyhound. 
· Chris Disanto. a junior in 
Aviation Managemelll from Mt. 
Prospect and a driver for West Bu.,; 
Service. said the service will• be 
offered every weekend. 
Gus Bode 






Fall funding requests 
for RSOs due f riday 
By Signe K. Skinion 
Daily Egyptian Reporter 
Registered student organizations 
have until Friday to tum in funding 
requests for next year or the groups 
~ill risk losing funds. Undergraduate 
Student Government members say. 
At a meeting Monday with vari-
ous studenl organization leaders, 
David Vingren. USG Thompson 
Point senator and member of the 
Finance Committee, said the annu-
al funding requests mus1 be turned 
in by March 8 al 4:30 p.m. or there 
will be consequences. 
'The purpose of annual funding 
is 10 fund foreseen events," Vingren 
said. 
.. If an organi1.a1ion does not fill 
ou1 and tum in the annual funding 
requests, they will·only be eligible 
to receive a maximum ofS200 each 
semester, instead of SI ,000 like the 
organizations who did tum in the 
request,; on time," he said. 
Eric Bollom. Finance Commillee 
chairman and College of Business 
senator'. said the annual funding 
application deadline is non-nego-
tiable. 
·There is no leniency," Bottom 
said. "If the funding· forms aren't 
turned in by 4:30 Friday, then they 
(RSOs) won'I gel funding for next 
year." 
Vingren said application deadline 
was instated to create a more equi-
table funding policy for all RSOs. 
He said USG pa.,;sed this policy 
to stress the importance of the fund-
ing system that has been disregard-
ed in the past by some RSOs. 
"A lot of RSOs have come to the 
Finance Committee asking for 
money for events they altend every 
year." Vingren said. 
"But they didn't fjll out annual 
request forms to receive the money 
needed prior to the event." he said. 
Vingren said there are many dif-
f eren I aspects the Finance 
Commiuee looks at when re\·iew-
ing funding requests. 
"Make your requests as detailed 
as possible - preferably in outline 
fonn." Vingren said; 
see FUNDING, page 6 
walking in front oi the tavern when 
he was hit from behind in the head. 
The defendants hit and kicked North 
in the head, chest and stomach 
regions until he was unconscious, the 
records stale. 
"North did not know the two men. 
and there was not :m altercation 
before they began assaul•ing him." 
Edward Eyllllis, Nonh's att!)mey. 
said . 
Coun records state that North 
attempted to escape lhe assault 
between conscious states by crossing 
the street to Stix Bar and Billiards. 
517 S. Jllinois Ave., but Vandeveer 
and Giese allegedly dragged him ·, fered." 
away from the business' entryway Court records state that North suf-
and continued the assaull until they fered "serious and pcnnanent" per-
were restrained by Carlxmdale Police sonal injuries, including injuries to 
and thin! parties. the head. chest and. abdomen. 
Carbondale Police charged The current ci\il lawsuit charges 
Vandeveer and Giese with battery, Vandeveer and Giese with intention-
which was a case separate from the al tort. 
current lawsuit "Intentional ton is when some-· 
"Vandeveer and Giese pied guilty body knowingly causes harm to 
to battery (charges by city police) and another." Eytalissaid "II is not mere 
receivedafineofS300.S300inresti- negligence. It means that they 
tution and 18 months conditional dis- intended the consequences that 
charge." Eytalis said. "North sought occutred." 
medical treatment, but I rannot com-
ment, on the actual injuries he suf- see LAWSUIT, page 6 
PATRICJ( T. WSK>R _:_ The Daily°Egn>tian 
upon this rock: Mike D. Gilge11bacl1 (left), a smior ill industrial teclmo;ogies and a11 Air 
Force ROTC (AFR OTC) cadet in Alpha squadron from Gle11dale Heights, takes tj1e rock away from 
Bravo members Se11gdeo Vmmumy, (right) a fresl1ma11 i11 biological sciences from Oak Park, a11d Jeff 
Flood, a sophomore i11 aviation flight from Evergreen Park, who are both in AFROTC. 11ze rock is 
painted every week 11iglzt by the freslmzan a11d scplzomore members of AF ROTC for a sense of pride 
and for lzo11or jliglzt of tlze 111011t1z, Gilge11bach said. 
Errors contribute to Saluki 
softball squad's 3~2 loss to. 
_Eastern Illinois. 
page 12 
Baseball team 5-2 after 
Saluki/Bl!St Inns Classic. 
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Soccer Re.fere·es ·wanted 
For Spring Youth Soccer Program 
March 30 - May 5, 1996 
$8, $10, $12 per game 
Payment Upon Completion of Each Game 
Experience Required 
Referee Clinic Required 
at the Parrish soccer fields . 
Referee Coordinator Needed ($5 l hour) 
Contact: Jim Fralish 




As we get ready for the 
Florida sand, pedicures have 
become in great demand. Get 
a pedicure ·before the sun, 
and receive a free conditioner 
after the fun. · 
offer good thru 3/31/96 
Tuesdny, Mnrch 5, 1996 
Newswrar-!:!....s==== 
. y ·World 
FREE Complete Spinal Screening :~:~~r~:o~!Exam HAITIAN CIVILIAN POLICE OFF TO ROCKY START -
•MotionaniStatic!'.lpation PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haili-Anncll with .45s, high school_diplomm, and 
FREE Therapeutic Massage . four. months of U.N. !mining, members of the _year-old H11.itim1 civilian 
police force arc tested daily on the dusty streets of tl1c sp:,nvling Cite 
~~~intC<nu,r 529, 1943 Soleil slum. Gang members with AK-47s could lurk in any shack. Tiie 
. bulging pocket on any passcrby"s tom pants conld hide a .357 magnum. 
,-------...,.------. "'People here just laugh at us and our little handguns," s."lid _one nervous 
'' ~
A\ st e __ re . ,, young officer, returning to the new concrete-block st.al.ion hotL~e after a 
-~ £,CJ foot patrol. TI1c rookie cops herc-.1nd they arc all mokics-arc so 
-:Hairst9fists- ~ jumpy and green that they sometimes overreact, as they did in 
Slammin! Tuesday November, when a police officer &guing witl1 a driver fircll into 3 bus, 
Back Again accidentally killing a 10-year-old girl. U.N. troops had to be called in to 
Relaxers quell the ensuing rioL By tl1e lime order was restored. the mob had 
$2Q Afl Day bumcll tl1c police station to U1e ground. 
!S(-~~~~ 
CUISINETAKESA BACK SEAT TO BISTROS IN FRANCE-•~ 1.!,!;.! PARIS-On U1e front lines of great restaurant<; that form t11e pant11con of 
FOXEASTGATEw.u French gastronomy, U1e news looks relentlessly bleak these days. 
':::=:=~::S~·=-=':::Oll:::JAO<S011:::=="-~ Gounnct clienL~ who once made reservations a year i!i adv:ancc for the 
,... privilege of paying S200 a head to feast in gilded dining palaces arc opt-
Mental illness 
has warning signs, too. 
For a free bookie! 
aboul mental Illness. call : 
J -800·969•NMHA. 
ing in favor of cheaper tables at local bistros. Even businessmen on plush 
. expense account<; arc seeking out more austere places to cat during 
· Fr:mce•s protrnctcd recession. 111c meticulous labor needs of top rcstau-
, rants, where U1e number of employees often exceeds U1c number of 
patrons, have sent wages soaring. · 
Nation 
Learn to see the wam!r,g signs. CONTROVERSY BREWS OVER DESTROYING GASES -
National Mmtal Health ,._,,o,-tntun Q!I TOOELE ARMY DEPOT, Utah-At U1L~ isolalcll military outpost vis-
itors receive a kit coniaining a black rubber g:L~ m:L~k :md two stout 
hypodcnnic needles loaded 'l\'itl1 a potent antidote for nerve gas and mus-
latd gas. A grim Anny video shows no\ices how to grasp the needles 
. with a closed fist and jab them illlo the t11igh aflcr exposure to poison gas. 
, Smnples of giant crimson blisters caused by mustard agent. shown in t11c 
video, erase any doubt Uiat the risks arc cxtraonlinary. Inside t11e depot's 
, barbed-wire fence; the Anny has built the nalion·s first indnerntor to 
· destroy its thousands of tons of chemical weapons, some of which date 
1--------------,---1 from World War I. But t11e S1.6 billion facility, which the Anny intends 
to start opcmling in the next few months, has become a national contro-
versy. Am1y officials insist tllat I'. 'Y have spared no expense in assuring 
t------------1 U1e plant"s safety. 111cir twin goals: to minimi1.c long-term environmen-
tal impact and to protect against loosing a catastrophic poison cloud over 
nroJEanArro• en, , tl1e nearby community. 
n-T'llurw OW,8)&0>10:111, 
~~1;',.,,~,a,:, (R) NAACP PRESIDENT FIRES ABOUT 15 STAFF MEMBERS-
.. ~-"h.---..... -x...-,.-!..-:rn-7-,oa-,0a-.,0---cn-1, · BALTIMORE-In the first shake-up of his two-week tenure as NAACP 
1------------1 prcsidcnL Kweisi Mfume has fircll about 15 staff members, including the 
~~ ';J~> <ni • civ;J rights group's membership director. Among those fired are Isazcua 
-.---------,-_ --1· Spikes, membership director, Janice Washington, a 27-ycar veteran who 
~ :::'.!~ CPO-ta> : was assistant director of branches and field services; and Linda Hursey, 
, public relations director. ~If (Mfume) wants his own team on t11c field, I 
believe he deserves to have Uiat." Spikes said. ~1 wr,uld have likcll obvi-
ously to be part of his administration." 
-from Daily Egyptian \\ire services 
Corrections/Cfa:rificatforis 
In Friday" s artide ~Official: Class work violated union code," code vio-
lations of a forcsuy class project were incorrectly reported. 111e violations 
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Students take over, Carbondale 
By nrian.T. Sutton 
Daily Egyptian Reporter 
Hon9·rf ofservfr1g 
more· f6r :moth~r 
·' than participant 
Carbondale junior and senior high school 
students assumed control of the city for a 
few hours Monday as they were honored for 
their volunteer work. 
Ten Carbondale students. who were nom• 
inatL-d to be honorary city officials, took their 
seats on the City Council' yesterday, Jane 
Hughes, Human Resources manager; said. 
By Brian. T. Sutton 
Daily ~gyp_lian.~~por1er 
For one student, the honor for his 
volunteer work with the community 
wa~ not for-him but for his mother, he 
says. · . ·. · 
Delano Scott, a Carbondale 
Community High School student. was 
honored Feb. 23 for Youth 
Appreciation Day at University Mall; 
On Youth Appreciation Day, Feb. 23, 66 
students were ho·norcd· at the University 
Mall, 1237 E. Main, for work in the com-
munity, Hughes said. She sai:I out of those 
: · 1237 E. Main SL 
students, JO were selected to be honorary __,_==c..-~ . . . . . . 
city officials. . Smntv G101A- The Daily Egyptian 
. The students met Mond_ay with c}ty offi- , Carbondale j1111ior and senior ltiglt sd1ool students are recognized for comm1111ity. work witll 
crnls and were told the duties of the Job they ltonomry city cifficinl titles Monday at tile City Co1111cil Cambers, 607 E. College. By01e e11d 
would a.~sume. of tlze day, tlte st11dmts were in complete control of Carbondale 
1l1ey also were given a tour of other city 
services outside city hall, such as tlie new 
water plant 
Delano Scott. honorary city clerk, said he 
was impressed after seeing Ifie amount of 
work that is done by city officials. 
"I was surprised that I may be considering 
doing something like this in the future," he 
said. 
Hughes said the students have volunteered 
for blood drives, toy drives and clean-up pro-
jects around Carbondale. She said the stu-
dents were nominated by members of the 
Carbondale community to be recognized for 
their work. 
Hughes said this is a nice way to show the 
student~ that the city appreciates their vol-
unteer work. 
Mayor Neil Dillard said he thought the 
idea was beneficial- t~ the community. He 
said the students are positive role models for 
other children in the community. 
Hughes said this was the first year that stu-
dents were selected as honorary city officials 
for their volunteer work in Carbondale. 
Hughes said groups of senior citizens were 
given the honor from I 991 to I 995. 
.. We may honor both groups someday," 
she said. 
The students eased into their roles, and by 
the end of the day they were in full control, 
Hughes said; 
The students were then recognized at a 
lunch in the City Council Chambers, 607 E. 
College. . 
The temporary student officials did not 
make any major changes in city policy this 
time around, but three students said they 
would consider working for the city some-
day. . 
Michelle Liu, honorary development ser-
vices director, said she picked up a few tips 
from city officials. 
"All the issues are being discussed with 
the mayor at this time," she said, 
The 10 city official nominees were: 
Tamara McCutchen, mayor; Steffen Brown, 
city manager; Delano Scott, city clerk; 
Donovan Thompson, police chief; 
Shameerah Anderson, fire chief; Jerry 
Womick, city attorney; LaToria Bryant, 
finance director; Chuck Highland; public 
works; Ulas Sevim. community services 
director; and Michelle Liu, development ser-
vices direc!or. 
He was one of 66 Carbondale junior 
and·senior high school students hon-
ored for their volunteer wod; for the 
Carbondale comml!!lity. And he was 
one of JO from the group that was 
given an honorary city office Monday. 
Scott's mother, Willi Scott. died of 
heart failure, Feb. 29. She saw her son 
honored for his volunteer work Feb. 
23; but she was not able to see him 
take his seat as an honorary city offi-
cial. 
Despite his mother's death, Scott 
was on hand Monday to assume his 
position as the honorary city clerk. 
'This is more an honor for her than 
it is for me," he said .. 
Scott· was chosen at Youth 
Appreciation Day, along with nine 
others, to assume honorary city offi-
cial positions 
Scott said when he was honored· 
twice on Feb. 23, it was a great 
moment for his whole family. He said 
his mother was proud of him. 
Police: Chair thrown·fmm Mae Smith lounge 
By C. Kuhlmey 
Daily Egyptian Reporter 
A chair fell 17 stories from a 
campus dormitory window Sunday 
morning, SIUC Police officials 
say. 
The incident occurred at 2:20 
a.m .. Sunday, SIU Police said. A 
chair allegedly wa.~ thrown through 
an end-lounge window in the C-
wing of Mae Smith Hall, located 
in Brush Towers, and landed on 
the ground below. Carolyn 
Ridings,·SIUC Police records 
clerk, said. 
Two windows. one window 
frame and a chair were damaged in 
the incident, Kathryn Jaehnig, 
University News Servicei:oordimi-
tor of public information, sai_d. 
Cost of damage has not been esti-
mated at this time, and there were 
no reponed injuries, she said. 
Wendy Dunk, a junior in cinema 
and photography from Glen Ellyn, 
said she saw the incident as she 
was walking home from a party. 
.. I was walking along Park street 
when the incident happened," 
Dunk said. "As I approached Mae 
Smith. I heard the breaking of glass 
and saw something cra.~h on the 
groun& There was glass and other 
debris everywhere." 
Ridings said there are no Jmown 
suspects at this time. 
She said police are still inquir-
ing into the matter. 
Suicide toU rises to· three 
in coun.ty; 2 SIUC staJdents 
By Dustin Coleman . ~ · · · 
DE Special Projects Editor 
A 22-year-old student was found 
dead early Sunday morning by a friend, 
marking the second apparent suicide of 
an SIUC student in the Ja.c;t two weeks, 
Jackson ·County. Coroner Jerry 
Thurman says. 
Stoian Arabadziev, who was a 
sophomore in computer science from 
Bulgaria. was found hanging in a clos-
et in his house, Thunnan said; 
Thurman said. no foul play is sus-
pected,_ 
Arabadziev had been dead for near-
ly two days before he was found, 
Thurman said. 
Thurman said a friend of 
Arabadzie,·, who had not seen 
Arabadziev in three days, discovered 
the body when he went to 
Arabadziev's landlord and asked the 
landlord to open the house. 
Thurman said Arabadziev's death 
marks the third apparent suicide in the 
last three weeks in,Jackson County, 
two of which have been SIUC students, 
which he said is in an increase com-
pared to the pasL 
Thurman said; on the average, there 
are one or two SIUC students who 
. commit suicide each year. In 1994, 
police reported three suicides involv-
ing SIUC students, and inJ995 the 
11 There was no sign 
_that he coµlci: ever 
do something like 
·this." 
Aslzltilj Enter 
finnce of suicide victim 
ever d~ something like this." 
. Enter said Arabadziev was a beauti-
ful person who loved literature, art and 
especially The Beatles. 
"He appreciated every little thing in 
life," she said, "He wa.~ a wonderful 
person." · 
Don Priddy, Carbondale Police com-
munity resource officer, said there is 
no investigation planned. 
Priddy said. the police generally do 
not investigate suicides unless the coro-
ner feels the need for them to do so. In 
this case, Priddy said. the coroner has 
not ~uested an invt;6tigation. 
PATRJCX GASIOR-, The Daily £s>-ptian 
Sex ~ndi a Snapple: Mike McNally(left), a j1111ior itl ltistoryfrom Liverpool, . 
England, answers questions about sexual ltealth presl!llled to him by Je1111ifer Frisd1, a se11ior in 
sodal work a11d an i11tem at t11e Well11ess Center's Sl!Xlllllity Departmmt, at tlle SIJQpple Fest 
police reported one. . 
Ashley Enter, Arabadziev's fiancc, 
said she andiArabadziev were to be 
married in ?\1ay. She said she received 
a Jetter: from-him last Thursday and 
said everything seemed fine. 
Jean Cunningham, chief psycholo-
gist at the SIUC Counseling Center, 
said help is always available to students 
who have contemplated suicide and 
want help. She said there is always a 
counselor who can be reached on a 
'short-term notice Monday through 
Friday, 8 am. to 4:30 p.m .. The center 
is located in Woody Hall. room A302. ' 
The number is 453-5371. 
She said after hours and on week-
ends, the University has a coniract with 
The Network. a service of Southern.· 
111inois Regional· Social ,Services, 
which is open 24 hours, se,en days a 
week. The number is 549-3351. 
whid1 look place at t11e Rec €enter Mot1day aftemoot1. · · · · 
) 
"This was a shock to evezyone," she 




voting on, guid'elines 
SIU PRESIDENT TED SANDERS WAS LAUDED IN 
these pages recently for coming up with l! set of budgeting 
guidelines that could change the way money is distributed at 
the University. The guidelines were welcomed by many peo-
ple. Several parties, including the SIUC Faculty Senate, had 
expressed discontent with SIU's bl!dget planning. With all the 
concern and criticism, it was good to see a set of new ideas that 
could inject some change into the budgeting process. 
Now that Sanders has furnished a set of priorities for the 
Universitv to focus on, it is time for the University communi-
tv to evaluate the 0 uidelines and nrovide feedback before they are actually adopt~d. • . . 
Tuesday, March 5, 1996 /'":' ~4-
This is why we are hoping the SIU Boani of Trustees will 
hold off on passing the proposal at its March 14 meeting. 
A summary of the guidelines calls the new budget structure 
that is part of the document "a radical departure" from the pre-
sent budget process. 1lus set of guidelines is one of the most 
consequential issues on campus. If approved, the guidelines ' 
will direct decisions about the budgeting process for several 
years. 
Lette12s to the Editors 
For example, if the changes are passed, I percent to 2 percent 
of the University's base budget will be set aside for "strategic 
initiatives" that will be awanied "on the basis of merit, not fair 
share." 3 percent to 5 percent of the base budget will be put 
into a contingency fund for emergencies. These two guide-
lines alone account for 4 percent to 7 percent of the budget. 
TO PUT IT SIMPLY, THE GUIDELINES ARE A 
large part of the future of SIU. It is hard to imagine anyone at 
the University who would not be affected by the passage of 
this document. 
This makes it all the more important that various con-
stituency groups at SIUC understand and support Sanders' 
ideas before the BOT decides if the guidelines should be adopt-
ed. 
At least one group has indicated it is not ready to approve th_e 
guidelines. The Graduate and Professional Student Counctl 
recently passed a resolution calling for the BOT to delay a 
vote on adopting the guidelines. GPSC officials say the group 
needs more time to analyze the consequences the guidelines 
may have before they are passed. . 
Faculty Senate President Albert Kent said Senate members 
are not sure if they will also need the vote postponed to ha~e 
enough time to examine the guidelines thoroughly. He said 
the group will decide if more time is needed at a meeting t~ay. 
There is one big problem with delaying the BOT vote: ume. 
University administrators are working under excruciating time 
constraints so these guidelines can be implemented for the 
1997 fiscal year, which begins July I, 1996. 
It's easy to understand why administrators want to rush the 
guidelines through. They believe Sanders' has some good 
ideas that will help alleviate SIU's budget crunch. The sooner 
they are implemented; the sooner they can improve SIU's bud-
geting process. 
Indeed. items in the guidelines such as the implementation _of 
student recruitment and retention strategies have the potentml' 
to strengthen SIU's financial situation by bringing in tuition 
dollars. 
But the guidelines were only released about a mon~ ago. 
Does this really give constituency groups enough time to 
understand the ideas and evaluate the results they could have? 
Although there may be advantages lo pushing ~anders' guide-
lines through quickly, none ofthemare_more important than 
having adequate constituency involvement. 
The future of SIU will be altered by these guidelines. Please 
give everyone time to evaluate them and provide feedback 
before the BOT gives its stamp of approval: 
Dail B -tian_ .. ~ .gyp 
Student Editor•in• Editorial Page Editors 





•.- .. -,11,CCK.- .. •• 
,yt,Hitt:1:~y al(~~tJy,·; 
.·felt bucJget.cuts_.,, 
". ~ ~ < . ,- - , , . ,' · I , • •. • . . • • • 
' rm writlng iri respcinse t~ Spike. Pcikin"s request? 
for military, spending cuts,. AU: of tile 3)'!11~ ser-
\ices liave had their budgets cut since downsizing:: 
·became·abuz.zwoni,The possibility'to'reenlist is, 
governed by fierce ~~j,eti~9n. Units•are being 
disbanded and bases are closing all over th; ~l!n~ 
tty, especially in California.._ :c < , ., • •. ·; \ . / , " 
1 The Sm-iet militmy "'-as n9t $e sole C!use.of~~ , 
empire's demise. The lack of a mark~t economy 
had some influence on the monetary problems .. · .. _ ,' 
· Perkins is distraught over.a lack of''humanitari-: 
mi" missions; Is the cessation of genocide in Bosnia:• 
not a wonhy.cause?. · .· . , . ',.. , ·. .. . .. : 
• Perkins claims_tfie U,S; atte!cllpts_to_help_busjness -:.' 
. interests have \'destroyed humane and legitimate 
.. governments" such asin Chile. I've spoken with a.; 
student from Chile. She talke~ at length of her, i 
childhood in an inhumane, milit:uy,:dominated soci, 
; ety. If business interests caused $at reality; what'. 
, interests were they?- :. . :_c , _,;_. •: .•_ •' · :· · ·. · _ • 
1. I participated i_n the lar~cst Marine Co_ips tank0• , 
;· battle during. the Gulf-War. Thousands of,,ene!11Y ; 
: tanks were destroyed! The U.S; Air Force annihi0 • i 
Coverage of swim 
team is_ drowning 
As a fonu'er varsity swimmer of Eastern Illinois 
University, I know how imponant it is for university 
athletes and their teams to be recognized by others for 
their dedication and hard work, both in sports ~d in 
school. At Eastern Illinois University, basketball and 
football were imponant. Swimming was not. This was 
quite apparent in the budget cuts we received but most 
noticed within the school media circuit. The school 
newspaper did not regularly nor accurately re~n on 
our achievement.~. and for two years our team picture 
never found it.~ way into the university·s year book. 
We EIU swimmers came to accept this as the plight of 
an athletic program which was not a school money-
maker or a university prestige-buil4er. - . · 
' This was eight years ago and I hear that, for the most 
part. attitudes toward swimming have not changed at 
my alma mater. 
lated the majotjty of Iraqi planes~ pilots: ~otrific i 
· numbers. of civilians died. Yet, you complain that., 
'Saddnm'smilitary;v.-ns left intact:lwonder,\Yhy.J 
someone who.is against the:111ilitnry CO:mp1!'1ns ~ · 
. aboutafuckofcleath.·/:': "'·.·;·, 1\ ":::·~: ·0 
. Miliuuy spending is' a <;0qcem of yo~, yet the ;, 
When I came to Southern Illinois University to begin 
a ma~ter's degree program, quite honestly, I expected 
a similar media slighting of the swim team here. But 
the Daily Eg)71tian surprised me by proving to be a 
more competent. professional and fair newspaper than 
the one at Eastern. Your coverage of swimming was 
especially noteworthy because of the time your 
reporters took to interview coaches, swimmers al)d 
divers, and later repon in a substantial. articl~ pre and 
post-meet happenings, often accompanied with a pho-
tograph. You certainly put Eastern's p~per to sh~e • 
That is why I was extremely surpnsed and disap-
pointed that you did not cover the final swimming 
championships of the season which took place over a 
week ago. I learned from the assistant swimming coach 
that you had been informed of the championships 
beforehand and even been faxed information from 
Little Rock. Ark. where the meet was taking place. I 
was also told that a reponer had interviewed swimmers 
and·cciaches upon their return bu~ still nothing was in 
: tliought"of selling old planes, to· our allu:s bothen;, ' 
! you. When my unit I~ Sa~cli Arabi11, we sol~ ~el!l J 
· our tracked vehicles. It seemed like a sound idea to. ; 
; make a profit off of clecrepit vehicles:. : . , . : ·l 
•;··The future of the IT!ilitafy C3!l1e qo\\-11 to·y~~r,; 
: simple b1miiy question: Do we ~help ~?-1, o~r; 
:- nation" or"pay, to destroy some otller nation?: .. : j 
'.. • Whatare_the specific ills we need fo.•·heaJ.?;~:, 
'. Perkins·wouJd·make an _excellent polttician .. He) 
_, uses:-Vague catcli phrases-to produce warm an_d,: 
fully feelings; Money being used to "destroy some } 
allier nation'!is ~leading. 1-:'.ven .with the sins, of, 
Nazi Germany, the entire nation was not destroyed: ·. 
'.The key Jeaders·were ex~uled·O! hunted to_ this l 
· very day, but Gennan~ lived \\i~ our.money apd : 
:erJrmilitary.;•:::;:" :···._.~'-·!_-,·; '-· .<. 
,· . Ou( military._ needs to be monitored. The Cold ; 
( War ·inentality.'!ever should h;lvdxiiled into the , 
.. Korean and:Vietnam.Wars, The budget should also-• 
:. be moni1~; TheR• yeius raised the nation's< 
: -· debt• ,viih .• unl_imited spendin~. Nonetheless, the··, 
• nnneil forces ·are. necessmy, and_ military funding i 
jhas~_cuf{-::\:'/':.' ·:• ·,.: ;:;· :'. ·.·: .:~ 
k Johri Houston '\' • .. ,, 
[ ~eipf?r,.ps)'c!UJlo°gy: _ >; .. _., .,.•· ,_· .. :·- :; , 
· the Daily Eg)ptian. . • 
A home basketball·game, I understand, took enure 
precedence. 
· I· realize this is only one stumble in an otherwise 
excellent record, and I do commend you for your past 
support of vour university's swimming team. Still, I 
am concerned that you may be following in the foot-
steps of Eastern and other universities acn:_,ss the nation 
that are slighting their "smaller" athleuc programs, 
swimming being one of many, beca~ they are n<;>t 
moneycmakers or high-profile advertisers for the uni-
versity. . • 
As a supporter of Southern' s athletic programs, I ask 
that· you please continue wi!h your_ previous tra~k 
record oftreatingan·spons with media-coverage fair-
ness. 
Connie Wieck 
Graduate teaching ussistaru 
Editorial Policies 
Signed nnicles, including lc1iers. ,;ewpoinis and olher _com• 
mcnl.3rics, reflect the opinions of their authors only. Unsigned 
edi1ori:tls n:prcsenl a consensus of the t>aily Egyplian Boonl. 
NcwsStaff 
Rq,JL'SC!ltativc 
LORI 0. CIARK 
/ . faculty Rq,resentali\·e 
MIQ!,\U foHlS GlltAlD STost ' A: You B: Letter . C: Editor · 
Lcuers 10 the editor must be submitted in person to the cditori• 
al p;,ge editor, Room 1247. Communications Building. t:cnen 
should be typcwrillen and double spaced. All lencr.; are •~bJect_ lo 
editing and ";11 be limited to 350 words. S1udenlS musl 1dcn11fy 
themselves by class and major, faculty members by ranJ.:.:ind 
depanment, non•_acadcmic st:iff by posilion and department. _ 
· Leners for which vcrilic:i1ion of aulhorship cannot be nudcw11l 
nol be published. 
Up_! l! ..;a 
'Did you ever notice' hOw 
people will read anything? 
The famous comedian/actor Jcny 
Seinfeld is known for using the 
phrase "Did you ever notice ... ?" in 
his routine. Well. Mr. Seinfeld. I 
ha\'e noticed a few thing.-. lately. 
Let's start off with my inspira-
tion. "Seinfeld" is shown in syndi-
cation twice a day, at 6:30 p.m. on 
KPLR-lV (TCI . hannel II) and al 
11:05 p.m. on WSIL-lV (channel 
3). However, much 10 my dismay, 
the two s:ations show the same 
episode daily. 
Steve Wheeler, WSIL-lV gener-
al manager, said this is unavoidable 
Ix-cause the show comes off a satel-
lite feed containing commercials 
paid to be included nationally. 
Other syndicated shows. such as 
"Cheers," can be libraried and 
shown at the station"s discretion, he 
said. 
Oh well, I guess one episode 
shown twice is belier than nothing 
al all. 
The NBA Finals takes place dur-
ing tornado sca.~on, a time of year 
that is of great concern to all resi-
dent~. As part of its community scr-
viL·e. WPSD-lV (channel 6) posts 
tornado watch/warning boxes to 
warn viewers of impending disa.,-
ter. These boxes remain on the 
screen for minutes al a time. · 
However. the spot where the box 
is plal-cd rest-. over the same area 
where the score and time remain-
ing are flashed during the games. 
Kevin Nunn. WPSD-TV news 
director. said the warning boxes 
come from a stencil that wa.._ drawn 
Calendar 
0 TODAY 
ZETA Phi Bela, Professional 
De\'elopment. 7 p.m., Student Center 
Thebes Room. Contact: Lesley, 529-
1477. 
RESIDENCE Housing Association, 
8:30 p.m., Student Center Illinois 
Room. Contact: Jon, 536-5504. 
BLACKS IN Communication 
Alliance, 7 p.m., Student Center 
Ac1h·i1y Rooms C and D. _Contact: 
Donny, 536-7153. 
SOPHISTS, 6 p.m., Student Center 
Iroquois Room. Contact: Jim. 549-
4451. 
SIU Amateur Radio, 7 p.m .• Student 
Center Activity Room B. Contact: 
Da\'e, 457-7662. 
BLACKS Interested in Business. 6 
p.m .. Student Center Mackinaw 
Room. Contact: Jason, 453-6673. 
r::~/;:lti: 
'.Ka~ma~ .. BI 
Perspectives 
up to put the boxes in the most 
unobtrusive spot on the screen. 
"A lot of people get excited that 
we're ruining their basketball 
game," he said. "Nonnally, when 
stuff like that happens, our gr.iphic 
artist isn't there." 
Nunn said the graphic artist is the 
only person at the st:ition who 
knows how to use the appropriate 
software. 
"There's just no good place 10 
put that on the scn.-cn," he said. 
How about in the corner? 
Quite often, I will flick on the 
Weather Channel (TCI channel 36) 
to find out exactly how much cloth-
ing I should wear for the day. Bui 
many times, the temperature is 
missing from Carbondale's local 
forecast (if the forecast is even pre-
sented). and I end up either sweat• 
ing or freezing. 
Francis Addison, technical oper-
ations manager for Carbondale 
TC!, said that since the weather 
system is automated, ii is subject lo 
breakdown and mechanical prob-
lems. 
"If for some reason the phone 
LIBRARY Seminar Series, 
Introduction to WWW using 
Netscape (IBM), 10 a.m.-12 p.m., 
Morris Library Room 103 D. 
Conta.:t: Undergraduate Desk, 453-
2818. 
UNIVERSITY Career Srnices, B~ic 
Resume Writing Seminar, 5 p.m .. 
Lawson Hall Room IOI. Contact: 
Debra, 453-2391. 
UNIVERSITY Career Setvices, Basic 
Interview Skills Seminar, 6 p.m .• 
Lawson Hall Room IOI. Contact: 
Debra. 453-2391. 
UNIVERSITY Career Services, 
Conducting a Job Search Seminar, 4 
p.m., Lawson Hall Room IOI. 
Contact: Debra, 453-2391. 
FREE LUNCH for Internationals, 11 
a.m.-1 p.m., at the Baptist Student 
Center. Contact: Loretta. 457-2898. 
PUERTO RICO association, for 
future activities. Contact: Jose, 529-
4929. 
LACROSSE Club Practice, 8-9:30 PANEL DISCUSSION entitled 
p.m .. Recreation Center Tennis Women 'in Academia- Tenure, 
Courts. Contact: Lance, 351-1950. Promotion and Survi\'al, 7-9 p.m., 
Multi Cultural 
CIVIL Air Patrol, 7 p.m., Marion 
Airport. Contact: Wayman, 529-
3737. 
SPC-TV, 7 p.m., Student Center 
Corrinlh Room. Contact: Jeremy. 
536-1141. 
BLACK Affairs Council, Finance 
Committee, 5 p.m .. BAC office. 
Contact: Will, 453-2534. 
Events 
LIBRARY Seminar Series, 
PowerPoint, 9-11 a.m., Morris 
• TOMORROW 
SIUC Bridge Club, 6:15 p.m.. Fancr 
3479, duplicate bridge game for stu-
dents, faculty, staff and their spous-
es, beginners of experienced players 
arc welcome, SI fee. Contact: 
Carolyn, 453-5024. 
Library Room 15. Contact: ·WOMEN in Communications Inc. 
Undergraduate Desk. 453-2818. for any man or women in communi-
line is jammed going to 
Carbondale, it would give us the 
Cape (Girardeau. Mo.) forecast," he 
said. 
Addison said the weather station, 
located at Southern Illinois Airport. 
has been working fine lately, lo his 
knowledge. 
Maybe I'll just install a ther-
mometer out .. ide my window. 
Moving from the television 
screen to area side street-. and a dif-
ferent kind of"Scin," I noticed that 
Mill Street intersect-. a street called 
"Rawling." But just down the block 
at Freeman Street (and College 
Street and Cherry Street), the street 
signs say "Rawlings." 
I a.sked Maurice Blaise, traffic 
control supervisor for the city of. 
Carbondale, which sign was cor-
rect. He said he was unaware of the 
missing s in the Rawling sign at 
Mill Street, and the "typographical 
error" will be fixed soon. 
Did you ever notice newspaper 
editors have nothing belier to do? 
Dave Katzman is a senior in 
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cations. 6 p.m .. Communications 
Building Room 1052. Contact: Lisa, 
549-9739. 
BLACK Affairs Council, 
Community Affairs, 4:30 p.m .. BAC 
office. Contact: Jason, 453-2534. 
BLACK Affairs Council, 
Programming Committee. 5:30 p.m .• 
BAC office. Contact: Gwen, 453-
2534. 
EGYPTIAN Di\'e Club, 6:30 p.m., 
Pulliam 021, pool session at 7:30 p.m. 
Contact: John. 529-3223. " 
PSYCHOLOGY Student 
Association, 5 p.m., Student Center 
Cambria Room. Contact: Errol, 549-
5750. 
AVIATION management Society, 5 
p.m., College of Technical Careers 
Room 9 D. Contact: Doug, 529-0075. 
USG, 7 p.m., Student Center 
Ballroom B. Contact: Scoll, 536-
3381. 
NAACP on campus, 8 p.m., Student 
Center Activity Room A and B. 
Contact: Errol. 549-5750. 
SOCIETY of Manufacturing 
Engineers, speaker Elaine Atwood, 5 
p.m., Engineering A Room 308. 
Contact: Debbie, 529-4731. 






a concert-lecture ~ 
featuring tradition~! folk music (!) 
SINGER/SONGWRITER: GUITAR AND BANJO 
Wednesday, March 6 Z 
Student Center 
Roman Room at Noon 
It's· Freel 
For more info. call 453-2721 
Sponsored by: Student Center Special Programs 
University_ Park 
· Food Drive 
February 26-March 7 . . 
Collec~jon Points: 
v' Every floor Neely Hall 
v' Trueblood Area Office· 
v' Allen Hall 
v' Wright Hall. 
V.' Boomer Hall 
II University Bookstore 
Non-perishable. food items only. 
All food colleqted will'be donated to 
Gqod Samaritan Food Pantry 
· in Carbondale. 
For information, call 453~3318 
6)_ NEWS, ... Daily Egyptiatz ·. Tuesd~y, Ma~ 5, 1996 
,is;~di"cated col unnVlist ,ft?,age G()~' ta~~{-rnay:~e. 
to speak orrSiu® caf;mp'us Jr~e7for-alLi~ -N¥ 
· - • . The_ Washington Post· symbol for rallying votcrr; against 
-----~------ ' on political changes in South · , · • ~ what Forbes calls "!he political ii E.di ·rial· •. • · · ·Africa. He has since worked at . . ·NEW, YO~-Likc the rest of class." Sevcral,supportcrs of 
' to Wn~S_ ·: • WBBM-TY '(Cliaiiriel 2fiii '. . the Republican. presidenlial:cam- Buchanan, who qualifioo•in only 
By Melissa Jakubowski 
- DE Assistant Features Editor 
. are a special Chicago and speaks reguJarly on·: paign, the New York primary was 23 of the state's 31• districts, said 
As a syndicated columnist, nalionalmdio. scripted by the party establishment I.bey likely will vole for Forbes in 
Clarence Page speaks out on con- breed. ... Page, who was inducted into to be a triumphal marcli for Senate protest in districts where Buchanan 
trovcrsial issues to a national Th . · · . . . .. I.be.Chicago Journalism·Hall or ' ... ¥ajority Leader Ro~n:J~])olc. -·. is not on I.be balloL _ · 
audience, but-the Pulit7.cr Prize.. ey.. ··· giye:~ :·:: i:: < Fame in 1992, writes a rcgufil.:;· ·-~.With: the nation's-most onerous . ··"A Jot of people have been call-
winning journalist will spc:;k in perspective that·~: . ?Jllllill_l _for the C!ticagoTribunc : ;-.,~qualify~g rules; the.GOP pri8!3fY ing, our office saying that if 
front of a more personal audience . ·•· •· ·. • · · .• m addiuon to bemg a frcclaIJce ··::: h;crc historically has been· a one- Buchanan can't get on the ballot in 
a1.SIUC. . ;· . · -· · · • .. we rrughtnot writer. His recent novel, ·man race; Iikcned;to Soviet-style their district, thcfre voting for 
Page, I.be winner of the: 1989 h ; ck· d "Showing My Color," is a cols elections'.~ jt featured only Forbes," said Joe Palau, a 
Pulitzer Prize for·eoiJiincntruy; ave P1 . e., lcction of essays addressing top- I the candidaWbJ.~sscd;by.p!!ftY B_uchanan volunlccr. coordinator 
will deliver a lecfurc titled· up 01-i: ,ran ·1esdsDUu~dhdlasc _1;:~b-~cnsntegra. lion leaders:· ·. ;'t:'.·· ··; :,: . ., . and veteran Republican activist 
hPolitical Life In The.Newt ~ urn This year Dole was to be thl!t who lives in New York City. "It's 
World Ordcf'; at 8:00 tonight in_ · Robert Spell!Illllt, an associate candidate.· . : ·.·• . . the.only way to send Lbcsc people 
I.be Student Center as part of the ' Frederick Williams . ,• professor or joumalism; said part "They were· going to deliver : ~ a-m~ge. We're really going to 
Oiarles D. Tenney Spring lecture Director, Honors · . ';~'of Page'ssuoccss as a syndicated New York to him on a silver plat, wake them up." 
series. Progrmiz ·.'.. ·columnisiisductohlsimprcssiye tcr," huffed a spokeswom3!J. for , ·New-York will elect 93 dclc-
Frcdcrick \Vtlliams, director of > ' 'journalistic ~q~ · · , . .--:- multimillionaire. Malcolm S. . gates on TbUl!>day and nine more 
UnivcrsityHonors,saidPagewas . ~ .. _: -':'The well~wriucn structure of. "Steve" Forbes, who knows at·a convention-more than one-
asked to lecture because of his · the logic of his advocacy.comes · enough about silverplattcrr; not to tenth-of• the number needed to 
univcrr;al appeal: reassess their -•~inions by offer- out in his columns," he said; Jct one pass him by without a fighL clinch I.be nomination. 
"'Ibe reason we asked him to ingafrcshpcrt. ,:tjveon QllTCllt "You don't have to agree to Now, thanks in part to more than The· New York Republican 
speak is because he is an intclli- political issues, including the- apprccqtc the quality of his writ0 SI million spent by Forbes fight0 Pany's unplanned contcst came 
gent human being who commu- ·power· struggle within the· ing and advoc.acy." ' ing the state party lcadef$ip, New about because of two federal court 
nicatcs well and eloquently,". Republican Party. WiQiams said he is looking York's delegate-rich, Mari:h 7 pri• rulings arising from a lawsuit 
Williams said; "He docs not "Editorial wr:itcts arc a spccial1 • forwanl to hearing Pagcfsspccch · mary has suddenly become as firianccd by scions of two premiere 
speak to just a narrow audience breed;' Williams said: "They tonight H.c said any. issue Page much of a free-for-all as the rest of New York families-public inter-
in Chicago, he addresses timely don't· give you the facts. They. might discuss would appeal to a the national GOP contest-pitting est lawyer Larry Rockefeller, 
issues." expect you to know the facts Univasity audience. · . . • · · the party's fonnidablc machinery ncp!lcw of former-Gov. Nelson A. 
Page began reporting in 1969; from reading the front page, and 'Tvc been following him for that is supporting Dole against the Rockefeller, and Forbes, son of 
serving as the assistant city editor then I.bey give a perspective that . years, arJd he always talks about a ullprcdictablc forces of F<lfl!es' s publishing magnate Malcolm Sr. 
of the Chicago. Tribune un{!I we might not have picked up on. wide variety of issues concerning ch_eckbook and' Patrick , J ~ For more than 40 ycarr; the state 
1980. He has also been a member That perspective forces people to the human condition," he said. Buchanan's politics of protest· party has required candidates to 
of the Chicago TribllllC editorial reevaluate their own perccp- "No matter what Clarence Page : In the process, the state collect l,250 Republican signa-
board since 1984: lions." says, he will" challenge half the Republican leadership, personified turcs per congressional district or 5 
Williams said he hopes Page Page won the 1976 Edward audience to. reshuffle their by Dole campaign chairman Sen. percent of the total Republican 
will get audience members to Scott Beck award for reporting assumptions about I.be world." Alfonse M; D' Amato, has handed· registration to be on the primary 
L----------,--,,-----,---------,-----,---,---,,,,..,,.,,,-;-...,...,......,---,---,--'' Forbes and Buchanan, a, potent b@oi: 
Lawsuit 
a»iti11iied from page 1 
The complaint also states that I.be 
SIUC and national chaplels of the 
Delta Chi Fraternity were negligent 
because, on the evening of the 
assault, I.be fraternity sponsored a 
social event at the American Tap 
during which intoxicating liquors 
were sold with the group's knowl-
edge and conscnL 
The complaint states that the fra. 
tcrnity failed to maintain order, 
prm•idc security and monitor I.be 
members and their alcohol con-
sumption, allowing them to 
become unruly and presenting dan-
ger to the public. 
Brad Cole, Della Chi adviser, 
said that cL'U!Il against the fraterni-
ty is a false charge, 
"'Ibe fraternity did not sponsor a 
social c\'ent," Cole said. "I wish to 
distance the fraternity from this 
because it was not a fraternity 
activity. . · 
hOn any given night, there arc a 
number of individuals from any 
group who may be together, but_ 
ti.at docs not make it a social event 
of that group.''. · 
Cole said that Vandeveer and 
Giese were not acting as represen-
tatives of the fraternity while al tl1c 
tavern. 
He said he could not comment 
on whetl1er tl1e two were punished , 
by I.be fr., 1crni1y for tl1eir conducL 
hBut we do have a p~ th;at. 
reviews conduct of mcmbcl!> when · 
it is appropriate,'.' Cole said. 
Vandeveer and Giese arc no 
longer m::live mcmbcrr; of the fra-
ternity, C:ole said. 
. A representative for the national 
chapter of Delta Chi Fraternity, 
could not be reached for commenL 
.. Eytalis said I.be next step in the 
·, lawsuit is the discover,• period, 
against the fraternity will be dis-
missed if information arises that 
. ,supports Cole's claim that the 
assault did not take place during a 
fraternity social CVCDL 
Also charged in the suit is the 
former operator ·or the American 
Tap, J.P. Winfree Enterprises, Inc. 
The lawsuit charges the opcralor 
with provisioos llllder the Dramshop 
AcL 
"'Ibis means that I.be defendant 
became intoxicated or had alco-
holic beverages at an establish-. 
mcnt, was later intoxicated and 
injured somebody," Eytalis ~d; 
The suit states that the liquor con, 
sumed by the defendants !'caused 
their inuixicalion and impaired their 
mental faculties ·so as to diminish 
their ability to _think and·act wilb 
ordinary care and reason." 
John Budslick,Jormer operator 
of the American Tap, said lie could_, 
not comment on ihc case. · · . ' ~ ·· 
Eytalis said Norlb is sccJcing iii • 
excess of SS0,000 for medical 
expenses; damages forpain,sufferc 
ing and pcm1anent disability; and 
punitive damages. 
He said the court will decide 
whether damages should be paid 
· and.whai percent of the award each 
party will pay. 
Fundi'r1g .. . 
amtinuclfain piigei 
MBring along any }Xllllphlets or 
brochures that give information 
about e\'ents your group is plan-
ning on aucnding or has aucndcd 
in the pasL Those pamphlets 
give us an idea of what you arc 
wanting to do next year." 
Vingren said the Finance 
Committee considers what 
events RSOs want to attcnd or 
sponsorforeducalional value. 
MWc arc looking for educa-
B _· · . . . , .· Qiicago Sunday at 2 p.m~ stop-... US ;:-.;~-._~;;~~;::;:JJ1!1gitt~.~~stopsandarriving 
. ,. .:. · in Carbondale'at I0p.m • 
CD11ti11ued from page 1 ~ · Hale. said the service was 
·. offered in ihe la!C 1980s. He said 
·. that by 1989, the.service was run-
from seven days a week to·six Ding.seven buses to Chicago for 
days by eliminating Silnday.scr- · the.weekend. He said the service 
vice from the Illini' s Carbondale halted because of fierce compcli-
to. Cbicago routi · lion from Amtrak and Greyhound. 
Hale said the bus will leave .. Chris Disanto, a junior in 
Carbondale Friday at 4:15 p.m., Aviation Management from ML 
stopping in Champaign, Kankakee Prospect aoo a driver for West Bus 
and several· stops in I.be Chicago Service, said the service will be 
area Hale said the bus will leave offered every weekend. • 
i~~ ::111. :~cu~:!:•; • SIU CREDIT UNION • SIU CREDIT UNION. 
the events arc attended by as Z CIJ_ 
many pcq,le as possible aaoss 
campus and if t4c event will 0_· C: 
aJbancc tbc minds of tbc groups' 
mcmbeis." Z C) 
Vingren said RSO leaders ::,_ :U· 
, with questions about I.be alloca; 
l; tioh.fonn,.c.an_ca!J the Fmance·. -~ ffl 
· Commiucc at the USG office, - · CJ 
536-3381. He said there will be C -
another meeting today from 2 W -I 
p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student 0: C 
~~tv~:n=~!~i: (J z 
ing procedures -..ith RSO I~ -
and answer any que54ions the ::, 0 
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Student's gri8f reaches community 
By Mere Chase 
OASIS \frill'r 
Photo by B. Antonio E. 
O,ISIS P/Jotogmpbl'r 
S ometimes he looks at her picture - a small child sP.veral thousand 
miles away. cradled in 
the hands c,f his wife. 
Sometimes he cries for the 
lost hope. tears dripping on a 
photo- likeness of a baby 
daughter he never cuddled 
in his own arms. Now he 
just cradles a picture. 
But the.n he remem-
bers the arms of a once-
distant people that have 
cradled him in a time of 
need. 
Joe Chimwenje, a 
native of l\folawi and 
an SIUC graduate stu-
dent in theater, says that 
he is still in the denial 
stage, an emotion many 
people feel after the loss 
of a loved one, following 
the death of his 10-montJ-.• 
old daughter Georgina last 
November. 
Georgina. who was born after 
Chimwenje left Africa for SIUC. 
died in a Malawi hospital after 
hilving an allergic reaction to a 
fever shot. 
· "I still don't seem to have got-
ten over it,· Chimwenje, who 
traveled to SIUC from Africa six 
months ago. said. ·rm still in 
denial; I just can't accept it. There 
are times I feel I haven't cried 
enough for my daughter.· 
But then a revelation: The 
haze of sorrow leaves 
Chimwenje's deep brm~n eyes 
and a comforting smile parts his 
lips, ~:-uncling out his already full 
chee'"". 
"But what they did helped me 
to at least come to terms with 
myself and accept my situation,· 
Chimwenje said. 
The "they· Chimwenje is 
speaking of are members of the 
University community as well as 
American citizens abroad, who 
, after learning of the man's 
tragedy and also learning that he 
could not afford to return ho~ to 
his daughter's funeral, donated 
enough money to send 
Chimwenje back to his homeland 
to comfort his farr,ily. 
"Support from my colleagues, 
faculty and other people involved 
helped me be positive," 
· Chimwenje said. "Before I came 
here, I had always heard that 
Americans just don ·1 give a damn 
about other groups of people. 
That is a bad genc':ilization to me 
now." 
After local media reported that 
Chimwenje could not afford a 
$3,000 plane ticket to gel home, 
theater professor Alex 
Chrestopoulos said the SIUC 
Theater Department was 
swamped with donations ranging 
from $50 to $100 from 
University departments and 
employees as v,1ell as people not 
affiliated with the school. 
Chrestopoulos said the dep.1rt-
ment even received messages via 
computer from concerned peop:e 
who had read about Chimwenje 
in the online version of the Daily 
Egyptian and. wanted to know 
how they could contribute to the 
man's cause. 
Chimwenje said the generosity 
of those who helped him has 
given him a new perspective on 




of them total 
strangers for that matter 
- it brings me to providence,• he 
said. 





intervention of God." 
Chimwenjc said 
"Basically, thoughts had already . his Wi'4, Ai.alea, and other family 
been there lo do something for members who were able to 
humanity, but I never had the embrace Chimwenje in a time of 
energy to fulfill it. Before, I was tragedy. Now ii is time to contin-
always a -;,es.simist, • he said. "The. oo helping others to heal, he said. 
people here at SIU and elsewhere · "It was so overwhelming for 
have given me that new energy. I them (his famiiy) to receive such a 
he plans to 
finish 
his 
now see people as essentially gift; Chimwenje said. "Many of 
good - I never felt that v,:ay them have also heard about racial 
before." issues in America, ·and this was 
Chimwenje, who has the last thing they expected to 
directed several plays at happen to me. I want to spread 
SIUC's Laboratory this healing to others." 
Theater, said he wants Chimwepje said it was easier 
to start a theater for his family to deal v.ith the loss 
group in Malawi. But of Georgina v.ith him at their side. 
this group would do Chimwenje stayed with his family 
more than act on a from mid-November until the 
stage. beginning of the spring semester 
·we would because of a gift and a lesson in 
work at helping kindness he says he will n2verfor-
society by not only get. 
providing plays but Then Chimwenje sighs, folds 
by working in the his hMds and gazes philosophi-
community helping cally, staring upward. The death 
sick people, homeless of Georgina also provided anoth-
children and others er valuable lesson - one 
who are having trouble,· Chimwenj€ said he hopes to pass 
he said. "I want to start ·onto those who have shown him 
my own collective thejlter kindness. 
group dealing with social "As human beings, we seem to 
problems.· put death too far away from us,· 
Chimwenje said his theater he said. "We see we have tomor-
group 1.1:ould be able to add emo- row, maybe next week, maybe 
lion to plays about social issues next year to live. We are all as 
m a s - • because the players would have good as dead anytime. We look 
ter's in the- first· hand experience with the around and see friends and fami-
ater by the end of the lives of those who suffer. · ly dying all around us. There is a 
year and then return home to Gifts from donors not only lesson we must learn, though: If 
spread the kindness he learned in helped Chimwenje begin to heal. you don't take life for granted, 
America to his homeland. They also lightened the hearts of you are prepared for anything. 
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College on the 'Net 
Uli!.I.EJ.IW]to 
lam ·on the 
~
OASIS Illustration by 
Rgnleszka Pleczonka 
File Education Communications State-of-the-art classes lnnouatiue learning 
Class-based home· pages - . . croppmg up across_ campus 
By Melissa Jakubowski 
DE nsslstant Features Editor 
Logging onto the Marketing 
304 World Wide Web site, a per-
son Is greeted by a huge elec-
tronic meter that calculates the 
number of visits to the page. 
So far, the number has reached 
00?1'750. . 
Spending more time searching 
the page, a person can bring up 
current lecture notes, view slides, 
obtain study guides, and even link 
• 
"Many of my students come to class with 
their notes already printed out. This alloVJS 
me to have more free time in class to focus 
on discussion." 
Pat Manfredi 
Associate professor, philosophy 
to other Interesting Web sites - Increased," he said- "I think a lot more time for discussion with stu-
all In a matter of seconds. of the proiessors see the utility In dents. 
The author of the page Is not a using the Web as an Instructional "How many minutes have you. 
student lJylng to share valuable tool." spent coJ'.7)'1ng down CM?rheads In 
class Information for a test, but Grant said he began deslgning class?" he said. "Many of my stu-
the professor himself, John his page fall of 1994. He said the dents come to class with their 
Grant. upkeep and design of the page notes already printed out. This 
"I offer copies of class notes. takes thne, · but the outcome Is allows me to have mo11~ free time 
Why shouldn't I post them on the oorthwh!le. In class to focus on dls:usslon." 
Web?" he said. "It's much easier "One of the nicest features my Most faculty supporters of the 
for the students, assuming they page offers Is a raproduction of Web sakl they disagree with the 
have access to a computer." slides presente-J In class," he said. Idea of computers re~g the 
SIUC professors like John "If a student misses class, they classroom. Professors have always 
Grant, an associate professor In can link up to my page and view given numerous hand-outs - the 
Marketing, are beginning to the slides without having to find Webonlymakesmassdlstributk:>n 
design pages on the Web that go me directly." .. easier, some faculty said. 
along with their class subject. The Professors using the Web said Grant said the page helps facll-
pages offer everything from the they have found a number of ltate communication between he 
class syllabus to discussion forums . advantages, Including the elhnl- and over 500 students. But, he 
on their subjects. nation of some of the more said this does not take away from 
Tony :Jber, systems analyst tedious aspects of teaching - the class experience. 
for the SIUC Information announcements, overheads and "MyWebpagelsonlyanextra 
Technology Department, said the dates. resource," he said. "!n large lee-
first department to develop Web · Pat Manfredi, an asooclate pro- lure halls, It's difficult to get Infer-
pages for Its courses was the fessor In philosophy, designed a matlon back and forth. I already 
Marketing Department. He said homepage for his general educa- . put class resources on hold at the 
the pages were designed In tlon class In the fall. Through his lnstru:tlonal Center and hand out 
October; 1994. Web site, Manfredi posts class lecture guides. Thgre Isn't any-
Since then, the demand for notes, assignments, study guide thing on my page you can't get 
departmental Web pages at SIUC questions and a class list. elsewhere .. It's Just another out-
has skyrocketed, Kerber said. Manfredi said because he let." , 
"In the past six to nine months, places vast amounts of lnforma- Grant said the Web pages may . 
the demand for Web ID's has tlon on the Web site, he has include ~ noles but said the 
classroom Is still the only place to 
receive detailed Instruction. 
"To get a real understanding of 
the material, !,X)U have to go to 
class," he said. wThe Web Is only 
another supplement to the le.am-
Ing process." 
Manfredi said his page helps 
students continue discussion out-
side of class. 
Manfredi has designed a dis-
cussion forum where he posts 
conb'oo?rslal topics pertaining to 
class, and students can then freely 
to discuss the topics.· 
"I post qoostlons like, 'Is there a 
God,' and students can argue 
about them," he said. "I am also 
del.eloplng link sites to other Web 
pages that complhnent the stu-
dents' essays." , 
Some professors saJ computer-
assisted tead1lng will not threaten 
the existence of the typical 
~ setting. Dale Bengts:,n, 
an assistant professor In history, 
said he feels comfortable with the 
classic handout and note-taking 
system, but he sees Web pages 
as another step In the P.'.--::!utlon-
ary development of the class-
room. 
WI remember when I was an 
undergraduate student, teachers 
had FY bate notes," he said. "We 
oould pay $6 . to $8 and would 
get a complete copy of the class 
notes. Having access ~ the notes 
newr kliled the class;" 
Kerber said he does foresee a 
trend In teachers hooking up on 
the Web after they see the exam-
ples of other teachers like 
Manfredi and GranL 
"A lot of professors haven't 
played with It and aren't aware of 
see HOME PAGES, page 5 
Untangling 
the web of 
high:-tech 
terminology 
By naron Butler 
Dally Egyptian Reporter 
Virtual reallty, llve lele-
confel"Olces, sports broad-
casts and wacky animation 
are the latest Innovations 
coming to the World Wtde 
Web, the most accessible 
lane of the Internet infor-
mation highway. When the 
Web first became pc,pular 
with the development of 
browsers, a lot of lndivldt.el.s 
were still !Jying to figure out 
e-mail: Easlly accessible, 
user-friendly and visually 
appealing, the Web drew 
. crowds unlike any 
cyberspace had seen. 
Now, as the Web 
becomes ever more popu-
lar, and businesses scramble 
to develop their wpresence" 
on this latest advertising 
medium, those who started 
out slow may soon lose 
sight of ~e possibilities of 
this rocket-speed technob-
gy altogether. As the theory 
gap between those onllne 
and the rest of America 
widens, misunderstandings 
grow, and those left behind 
may still wonder what 
e,.,eiyone who Is logged In 
assumes Is ridiculously obvi-
ous: What Is the World 
Wide Web, and how Is It dif-
ferent from the Internet? 
The Internet Is wown by 
a series of telephone lines 
and fiber-optic c.ables con-
necting giant multi-user 
see WEB, page ~ 
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Distance Learning program· making 
transition from local-to national· leuel 
By C. Kuhlmey 
Dally Egyptian Rcporlcr 
SIUC's Distance Leaming 
program, In the third year of a 
five-year plan, Is beginning to 
go from a local lo a national 
level, Kia Malott, coordinator 
of Distance Leaming, sa~1s. 
SIUC, along with untwrsltles 
from across the nation, com-
munity colleges and high 
schools will have access to each 
other's classrooms through the 
Distance Leaming project with-
In the next two years, Malott 
said. 
SIUC Is now transmitting 
their signal to schools In 
Southern Illinois, Heldl Greer, 
Distance Leaming coordinator, 
said. 
"Right now we are only 
working with local schools on 
the Distance Leaming project," 
Greer said. 
"Within the next two years, 
we wlll be operating on a 
national level," she said. 
Malott said the program will 
be able to transmlt signals on a 
• 
"We have the support services and technical foundation in place. 
This program has a lot of potential. With a little imagination and 
creativity, we have enhanced the instructionai'process." 
national level with a new switch 
system. 
The switch system re-routes 
a signal from a classroom to 
other parts of the nation and Is 
slmllar to the system that long-
distance phone companies use, 
Malott said. 
"Without the switch system, 
we will only be able to transmit 
our signals to schools within 
our local network," Malott said. 
'"The system Is the crucial link 
that will help us go national." 
Carolyn Snyder, dean of 
library affairs, said the project 
began slowly but will progress 
rapidly In the next few years. 
"At first, progres-;lon was 
slow because we were experi-
• 
Carolyn Snyder · 
Dean of library affairs 
mentlng with our equipment applications for Distance 
and figuring capabilities," Leaming outside the classroom 
Snyder said. "In the future, the Is endless. 
number of places we can . "Distance LP.arnlng has 
access will dramatically many possibilities," Greer said. 
hx:rease." "We can use the project for 
Using a series of cameras, conference calls with other 
microphones and monitors, · school, as a recruiting aid to 
lectures can be broadcast to entice students to come he1 a, 
any school with the capability as well as for business meet-
to access It, Malott said. lngs." 
""The audio and vlst.01 signals Snyder said Distance 
are transmitted over enlarged Leaming will give students the 
telephone cables, then decoded technological skills lo function 
broadcast by whoever picks up after graduation. 
our slgna)," Malott said. "Since "II ts our duty as a unll.ersily 
it Is transmitted by telephone, It to prepare our students for the 
costs as much as a regular real world," Snyder said. 
phone call." "Distance Leaming Is one of 
Greer said the number of. those tools that will he part of 
the. real world because II 
lrniolves video Interaction. We 
want the students to be familiar 
with these concepts by the time 
they graduate from here.~ 
Malott said the schools par-
ticipating In Distance Leaming 
pick up broadcasts for classes 
they do not offer or classes 
taught by specialists In a spe-
cific field. - , 
"We wanCto gtw students 
the chance to take classes that 
they cannot get from their 
respectll.\? untwrsllles," Malott 
said. "Also, since some stu-
dents cannot make ti lo SIUC, 
we can take the classes 10 
them, at their school." 
Snyder said the University 
has all the right tools and ser-
vices In place to eventually 
communicate on a global 
basis. 
"We have the support ser-
vices and technical foundation 
In place," Snyder said. 
"This program has a lot of 
potenllal. With a little bnaglna-
tlon and creativity, we have 
enhanced the Instructional pro-
cess," she said. 
Home page 
continued from.Jl~age 4 
Web 
continued from paqe 4 
the possibilities yet,'" he said. computers called "seivers." There among many administrative orga- part of miat Is available on the Web. 
Professors need lo remember lo are no long-distance charges, as nlzallons and have been endorsed This unlimlled exchange of Inf or-
slowly guide their students clown the access to one server means access by House Speaker Newt Gingrich. mallon also means Instant access 
Information superhighway because to them all. The llllnols State Board of to hundreds of sites on any hobby 
not all students are accustomed to Once a user Is onllne, or con- Education recently allocated $15 one might have. On the Web, 
the system, Manfredi said. nected lo a sen.er, busy slgna)s are million to connect elementary and there Is no limit to miat awaits Just 
He said he familiarizes his stu- rarely a problem; as the large band- secondary schools to the Web and next-door, both good and bad. 
dents with the Web before he sends width of most servers allows provide tools to create educational Choosing which neighbors are 
them out lo cyberspace. dozens, e11Cr1 hundreds of personal Web pages with the help of muse- appropriate could well crumble the 
He said he tries to Include lnstruc- connections al once. urns, Including SIU's University ,wole neighborhood. 
tlons In class so students remain Work! Wide Web "pages," whl:h Museum. But some see the Web Because such tools can be used 
calm ,wen they hear the 1.11ord com- can Incorporate text, graphr.s, pho- as a fenceless playground, where for much more than the gathering 
puter. tos and e1,01 &lUnd Into on-screen pedophiles and child pomogra- of Information, there are those 
"A lot of kids say, 'I thought this d::x:uments, are stored as data with- phers lurk In search of Innocents who feel things have gotten too 
was a philosophy class, not a com- In an Internet server. Unlike a con- and where children can learn how free, that there Is too much unreg-
puter course," he said. wntbnal too< or magazine, multiµe to make bombs, pick locks and ulated communication going on. 
So far, the students In Manfredl's users can read a Web JDge al one change grades. A rea?nt piece of ~Im signed 
class have embraced the enthusiasm time, because a server can "print" R. Bnx:e Dold, colwnnlst for the by Presifml BID Clinton, amkl suill 
their. teacher expresses about the unlimited copes cl such µlQeS. Olicago Tribune, recently scoffed protest from many In and out of 
Web, he said. No paper Is necessary. A home at the Internet as a research tool, q.terspace, strt7.e to limit the con-
Paul Angleton, a sophomore In computer need only glance al - saying that finding relevant lnfor- tent of the Internet. The bill made 
pre-med physiology from Jerseyville, or load -a page once to remem• matloo was next .to Impossible In those who put lnfonnallon onllne 
said because he has the notes print- ber II. A ~tat SIU can get a the Jumble of useless trivia and responsible for those who oo::e5Sl'(f 
ed out, he can sit back In class and page frcm South Africa, then read opinion. It; the Idea being that If a child can 
listen lo the discussion. the page at the same time as lm?n- A summer 1995 cowr story In get hard-core porn with the clk:k of 
Ml listen to him talk and the dis- ty other Internet users ,wo loaded Time magazine reported a study a mouse, shouldn't the J)TOlllfer of 
cusslon, Instead of worrying about the page seconds before and after - that they later admitted was mis- that pornography be stopped? 
getting all the notes," Angleton said. that student did. leading - finding that much of However, the structure of the 
"When the test comes, all I have As head of SIUC's Under-gradu- what gets regularly loaded up and Internet makes such regulation 
to do Is review the notes," he said. ate Library, Marc Watson's job Is down the web would make a par- next to Impossible, and In Heu of 
Angleton said having assignments to explain this complex new fonn ent blush. And kids were getting II.· · shutting the whole thing down and 
and notes onllne makes missing of communlcallon lo the tmlnlllal- So how much pomQtJraphy and rebooting with scrambled adults-
class less stressful. ed through workshops offered reg- paranoid rebellion are on the web? only channels, a Philadelphia judge 
Ml can get the notes or the home- ularly In a 16-tenninal lab on the Plenty. And a lot of It can be got- has shut down enforcement of the 
work right off the computer," he first floor of Moms Library. Watson ten much faster than II would take bill until It Is reviewed for a lawsuit 
said. "If I have a question, I can e- says demand for such workshops to walk to the nearest nev.,s stand filed by the American Civil Liberties 
mall professor Manfredi or another and use of SIUC's Internet SP.JVlcC?s to pick up a copy of MPlayboy," or Union. 
student." are growing faster than the "Soldier of Fortune." Mepn1m1Ue, things on the Web 
But does easy access to class University can approve new But that's the point of the lntem?t, • continue much as they halX? for the 
notes make students less apt to modems to connect evel1,'0ne. · adl.ocales argue. Online magazines, past few years: Emzybody says and 
attend Manfredi's class? As roucallonal tools, the Internet museum:; and g<::Mm1ment sites, In · does pretty much whatever- they · 
"1l1at's why he has an attendance and Work! Wide Web are enjotJlng . which conti:.-,1 !:; predictable and want. On the Internet, It's recess 
policy," Angleton said, laughing. most-favored-technology status · controllable, make up only a small 24 hours a day. 
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Generation X: For lackOf a better term 
Society str,uggles to define a _generation it doesn't.understand 
By James Lyon ' 
0,1S/S£dttpr 
lllustrotton by Agnleszka 
Pieczonka 
0,15/S Graphic Artist 
S omewhere out there In the middle of cyberspace, among our microwave 
culture, a person may 
come across a home page with a 
simple slogan \\.Tillen across the 
top: "We don't mind the term 
Generation X. but we don't think 
corporate-elite baby boomers 
should be the ones defining it." 
Underneath it, glaring back 
from the jet-black screen, lies a 
typed copy of the Declaration of 
Independence. The message 
being sent here: Members of the 
so-called X generation are com· 
paring their future \\.ith the same 
types of challenges once faced by 
' the founding fathers of this coun-
try. 
The tyrant king has been 
replaced with a national deficit 
growing in thousands of dollars 
every second, and the dumping 
of tea as a protest has been 
replaced with millions of kids 
opposing world affairs on the 
Internet. 
Many people agree that the 
information age has changed 
how people view the world, and 
in a society where cooking some-
thing for longer than five minutes 
can cause a person to become 
impatient, kids with the X mark 
don't have the time to worry 
about problems. 
The one thing people seem to 
disagree on, however, is whether 
or not this so-called group exists, 
and if so, what is it that sets them 
apart from everyone else? 
"It all comes down to labels," 
one Harvard professor has 
scribed across the Internet. "And 
the lack of one has led some peo-
ple to coin the term Generation 
X, with X representing the 
unknO\\.n as 1,1:ell as meaning the 
lack of anything definable." 
The strange thing is, no one 
seems to know where this label 
Students are in a new generation, 
and with that generation comes labels. 
How is the so-called Generation X 
to be defined? 
came from and how it was 
allowed to trickle down through 
the system and scar their chil-
dren. 
According to many definitions, 
. Gen. X applies lo anyone born 
between the years 1961 and 
1981, and represents a group of 
people who, for the first lime, will 
have less to work with when It 
comes to world affairs than the 
generation before them. 
In an article written by Patrick 
McNamara for Commonwealth 
magazine, McNamara criticizes 
how society has been plagued 
with bytes of information to 
where media have· created a 
world in which people are only 
trained to take in information at a 
moments notice. 
He also criticizes how political 
correctness causes everyone to 
watch what they say, and stu· 
dents have become so discon· 
tented with the world that it no 
longer seems to matter what they 
do. 
"Because of the 'instant soci· 
ety' forming around us all, the . 
gener.1tions who will take control 
will believe that all of the prob-
lems and situations that arise will 
be solved within moments," 
McNamara said. "lV sound bites, 
students come to realize, are 
: indeed impoverished ways of 
understanding complex matters 
that will continue to impact their 
lives." 
McNamara says that a· com-
mon use of the word "slacker" 
and anti-work ethics attributed to 
the children of Gen. X is because 
living in an instantaneous world 
has caused =hildren's attention to 
drop 1,1,nen compared to others. 
Olivia Lopez, in a project con· 
· ducted at Berkeley, left one mes-
sage on her home page for 
everyone to read. 
"The youth of today do not 
seem prepared lo take what is 
given . to them as absolute 
lifestyles," Lopez said. "Rather, 
they want to play an active role in 
creating their 0\1.n ways of life." 
Lopez says that people have 
begun to confuse discontent \\.ith 
desire and how the tools to make 
many peoples' desires come true 
have chvindled. 
The world of today, according 
to many people on the Internet, 
has nothing to offer. 
Everyone is pushing a person 
to carry their education further, 
but the funds, and lack of hope of 
finding a job, has caused people 
to give up that idea. 
"It make,; no sense to get as 
much of an education as possi· 
ble, and then tum around and not 
have any chance of finding a 
job," a person going by the name 
Gen. Xer said on the Net. 
Gen. Xcr left message upon 
message on the i'let about his 
discontent with the world as peo-
ple know it and how the Beavis 
and Butt-Head, drive-through 
window, sitcom world has left 
people with nothing. 
"No one wants to do anything 
anymore because they are 
afraid," he said. "People have no 
desire any more because there is 
see X, pages 
. Twentysomethings· form group 
to gain financial advantages Attention 
College fuss Scr-v/ce 
WASHINGTON- Someday, 
maybe even this spring, you will 
leave the hallowed halls of 
academia behind, don a cap :-nd 
gown, and becom. at long last, a 
college graduate. ·1 hen what? 
After lounging a few days on 
your parent's couch, some big· 
picture questions may begin to 
gnaw at you. For instance, how 
will you find a job that pays you 
enough to live on? 
What about health insurance? 
And when should you start 
planning for your retirement? 
(No, really, you'll be retiring 
someday.) 
Welcome to life after senior 
week. 
For anyone in their twenties, 
~fe can be frequently confusing, 
often times complicated. That's 
.why Jennifer Sesen Klein, 26, 
recently started the National 
Association of Twentl!some-
things, which she runs out of a 
small office space rented from a 
Washington law firm. 
After paying the $ 10 yearly 
due, members have access to 
temporary and long-term group 
health insurance, job resources 
and financial planning. So far, 
more than 100 twentysome· 
things, many of them recent col· 
lege grads without jobs, have 
joined up. 
And not just for the I 1ealth ben-
efits. More than anything, Klein 
says members are trying to shake 
the Gen X label and its stereo-
types: Self-indulgent. Isolated. 
Ignorant. Profoundly cyniccl. 
"I hate the label Generation 
X," Klein says, licking off the 
unflattering traits associated with 
the term: "We're apathetic. 
We're slackers. We don't care 
about our future. We don't 
work." 
None of her friends wear 
grunge clothes, sit at home and 
listen to music all day, she says. 
Many arc concerned about Social 
Security, balancing the federal 
budget and Internet restrictions. 
"We formed to support and pro-
tect twen~methings," she says. 
Paul Rogal Loeb, author of 
"G.:neralion at the Crossroads," 
said the association is right to 
challenge the unfavorable "slack· 
er" stereotype of its members. 
"It's a god-awful characteristic," 
says Loeb, a writer who has 
. spent the last seven years track-
ing the social and political culture 
on college campuses. "Watching 
the different label:: dumped in 
succession on t:~ generation • ; • 
it's dismaying. People I talk to 
really resent that." 
Klein remembers how she felt, 
fresh out of New York University 
· in 1990, when she didn't have a 
job and her parents' health plan 
no longer covered her. 
see GROUP, page 8 
The Daily Egyptian will be publishing a reg-
ular edition on March 18, 1996. Due to the 
SIUC spring break the Daily Egyptian will 
be closed march 11-15 The following dead-
lines for advertising in the Monday paper 
are as follows: 
Space request Deadline:· 
Thursday, March-7 
Proof Deadline: 
Friday, March 8 
The Daily Egyptian thanks you for your 
c9operation and apologizes for any 
inconvenienc·e this may cause. 
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SIUC 'coHege girl:" to· appear in Pl'ayboy 
By James Lyon 
OASIS Editor 
Photos by B. Antonio E. 
OASIS Pbotograpber 
Kyra Mills look.5 like the girl next 
door. She stands 5 feet 5 inches ' 
tall and has blonde hair, brown 
eyes and a veiy nice tan. What 
makes her a little different is that 
in a matter of week.5, millions of 
people will have the opportunity 
to see her without any clothes on. 
"I really don't know why I 
decided to do it," Mills said in a 
.heart-melting southern drawl. ult 
was always something I was inter-
ested in, and one day I just decid-
ed to call them up." 
Mills, a junior in rosiness admin-
istration from Alton, is talking 
about how she called up the 
Playboy offices in Chicago and 
told them she was interested in 
posing nude for the magazine -
a decision many women make, 
and a decision many more 
women don't. 
Back in October, out of the 
blue, Mills told the corporation of 
her interest in posing for the 
College Girls issue Playboy pub-
lishes once a year. 
In a matter of days she was sent 
a five-page application with ques-
tions ranging from her height and 
weight to what she likes in a guy. 
Along with the application, she 
was asked to send a couple. of 
hearishots. 
Above: K;•m Mills, a j11nior in business admi11istratio11 from 
Alto11, will be featured in the upcoming College Girls 
edition of Playboy magazine, nvnilnble March 19.' 
. Mills called the magazine last October to apply for a spot ill 
the special edition. Mills was selected .from a field o{seveml 
hundred women to appear in a twofage ln)'otlt in ihe edition. -
Right: Mills serves drinks at her jo as a waitress at Gatsby's 
fl 610 S. Illinois Ave. 
After a cail-back, she went up to 
Chicago for a series of interviews, 
and a series of pictures were taken 
with her in a bathing suit. 
Then, one day, she got· a call 
telling her that out of the hundreds 
of applicants, she had )Jeen 
picked for a two-page layout in 
the College Girls issue. 
couple of pictures, and it is over. protests was on the Dartmouth 
My shoot lasted all day, and I was campus in 1995, _ when a 
told that a shoot for a centerfold women's group demonstrated 
can last UP. to a ~,., _ . • . .. . against the magazine for coming 
She flew up to Chicago for a 
second time, and her Playboy pic-
torial shooting began. 
Mills said she was extremely to their school to recruit girls. 
nervous the first time she was Even though it was the girls' 
asked to undress and lie down on decision to pose, the protesters 
the sofa for a series of light tests. said they felt the magazine was 
~1 had to lie down in front of exploiting them, as well as women 
these people I had never met," in general. 
Mills said she was shovm to an 
apartment loft in downtown 
Chicago that the Playboy corpo-
ration rents for some of its pic-
tures. It was 8:30 a.m. She said 
by the time the shoot was finished 
itwas6p.m. 
Mills said. »There were about six »when people like that have 
other people ,. 1 the room to help their minds set in stone, there is 
with lightinc. .md to take pictures. really nothing you can do to 
After a while, though, they made change that," Mills said. »The 
me feel really comfortable, and we women who pose have made that 
were able to get the shots done." decision to be there. I realize peo-
"A lot of people don't realize 
the work involved," Mills said. 
"They think you go in and take a 
Co!lege girls posing for Playboy pie may view things differently 
is nothing new, and neither is the when it comes to art and pomog· 
controversy. raphy, but Playboy never portrays 
One of the more famous the female body as anything bad. 
M'agazine protested: in Chicago 
Cdlege Press &'Tlfice uniform undressing. 
But a larger catalyst for the rally 
CHICAGO-Think 1960s. was the group's effort to ban 
Long-haired student protesters Playboy products from college 
anned with placards, angry speak- campuses. The day before, the 
ers shouting into megaphones, group led a protest at nearby Uni-
policemen standing b; anxiously. vezsity of Illinois at Chicago, v..rhere 
And soulful tunes played by Playboy magazines and videos are 
Credence Clearwater Revival. sold at the campus boo!Gtore, and 
Thirty years later, the scene is past issues are available in the 
familiar but different. The pro!est library's reserve section. 
song has changed to "What's »Basically we were protesting 
Going OnT bl Four Non-Blondes, pornography and promoting fam-
and in this 1990s-sty'.e prot~, stu- ily values," said Kevin Brugman, a 
dents are rallying for pure l<M?, not UIC senior and a member of the 
free l<M?. On Feb. 13, about 50 Pure Love Alliance. MPomogra-
students from ChJcago-area col- phy is like cheap sex. Ifs really 
leges marched outside Playboy undermining the values of com-
Enterprises, chantir.g and canying mitinent, loyalty; !lie values of fam-
ne:m-colored signs that read: MNot ily relationships." 
Bo:n-for Porn," »stop Selling Herecentlyencouragedsomeof 
Cheap Sex," and MDo Your UIC's 20,000 students to sign a 
Homework, Not Yourself." petition demanding the removal of 
The "Valentine's Day Rally" was Playboy fmm campus. "We were 
sponsored b; the new Pure Love able to get Ol.e' 3,500 signatures," 
Alliance, a national roalition of stu- he said; Many of the school's eth-
dent groups and social organial- nic and religious groups consider 
lions that promotes abstinence -on the adult entertainment magaz-,1e 
college campuses. In part, stu:lents . offensive, he added. . 
were protesting a recent Playboy Robert Kittell, a national 
magazine cover that shows a spokesman for !he New York-
womari in a typical Catholic-school based Pure Love Alliance;~ was 
~- TUESDAY, M",5RCH 5, 1996 
at the UIC protest. "By having 
(Playboy] there, .it condones the 
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The look that Playboy wants is 
that of an all-American girl v..rho is 
. veiy clean cut, and that is all they 
want. 
"If someone were to come io 
me and tell me that what l did 
was wrong, I would ask them if 
they had ever been to any of the 
shoots or seen any of the pho-
tographers at work. Evetything 
there is strictly professionaL It is 
a business, and they are not out 
there to exploit anyone. Women 
make the decision, and they have 
a say-so about eveiy aspect of 
the shoot. If people don't like 
that, then they should just not 
buy the magazine. It is as simple 
as that.tt 
Mills said one of the reasons 
she had been thinking about pos-
ing was that she did not want to 
look back on this opportunity 
years from now and regret not 
doing it. 
"It was sorrething I wanted to 
do; and if I didn't, then I would 
have always asked myself, -Well, 
imat if I had done this back then?' 
And I didn't want that to hap-
pen,tt Mills said. 
"People may have some kind of _ 
opinion about me after the maga-
zine comes out, but that doesn't 
matter. It was something I wanted 
to do, and I am not ashamed of ii. 
People can think about me any-
way they want, but I know the 
truth. And I know what kind of 
person I am. That is really all that 
:'f J~t;~;;~i=\'} 
>;H- -~OJ:.S.:;J/fl9EJ .Jr:.;_.;. 
-1:>rings·'iespohse\ .. 
}rorn,.corfjm,t/nfty;: __ ·_ 
~~t~t:t1&,?l~}t~t;1i,~~ 
ifi/g:n!i~!~~x 
]prfj~!tirig · tfirougb . 
:Jt,irrrwths, iina ._ ~- . 
i;f ,1~[{(tffi1iit 
B . . _ .. ___ rfrom,the 
.. 
A new millennium waits 
patiently for us just around·the 
comer - a new generation for a _ 
new generation. A person can 
run from it as much as he or she· 
would like, but in the end the 
future is something that has to be 
faced head on. · 
We've been called slackers, and 
we've been told that we have less 
than our parents did, I say fine 
because I love a challenge. But in 
reality, I think that our generation 
faces more choices then ever 
"before. Our future lies within the 
computer, something no other 
generation has used or under-
stood quite like ours. Everything, 
including the way we learn, is 
affected by these machines that 
the older generations shy away 
from out of fear and/or confu-
sion. We have embraced the 
knowledge that eveiyone else has 
forsaken. 
I dedicate this issue of Oasis to 
the infonnation age and the so-
called Generation X born tvithin 
it. Ail of the problems we face in 
the years ahead came from 
someone else. The work that lies 
ahead of us is because of the lazi-
ness of eveiy generation before· 
us. They call us lazy. but why 
shouldn't we be a little hesitant at· 
cleaning up the garbage left 
behind for us by eveiyone eL<e? 
All of the odds are stacked 
against us, but that is because no 
one else has had the courage to 
beat them. r1r 
If anyone has any comments, 
feel free to drop us a line at: 
- Oasis . 
c/o Daily Egyptian 
Mail Code 6887, SIUC 
Carbondale, IL 62901 
. O•·A•S• I:•$· .. 
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P.R I~ CI PL ES,,( SOL":\ D I{ 1-: T 1 H !:·.\\ E); T I:\,. I·: ST I\:<: 
V or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we 
J.:.' recommend TIM-CREF SRAs. SRAs·arc tax..lcferrcd 
annuities designed to help build additional assets:..moncy that 
can help make the difference between li,ing and lhing well 
after your working years arc over. 
Contributions to your SRAs arc deducted from your salruy 
· on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so 
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, sbtc and local 
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your 
SRAs arc also tax-defcmed until you receive them as income. 
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is 
eve,y year. 
As th.e nation's iargest retirement systetri, based·on assets 
under management, v,,c offer a wide range of~loc:ation choices 
· - from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, -..·hich guarantees 
· principal and in1crcst (backed ½' the company's claims-paying 
ability), to TIM-CREF's diversified variable :mnuity · 
accounts:And our expenses an,_vcty low,•·which means more 
of yo~r money goes toward improving.your, futuri fin:ancial . 
health.·- .· . . . . . . . 
To find ou~ 111_orc; call 1 l· &00 842,.2888; We11. send you a 
complete.SRA information kit, plus a free slide cal<='!lator that . 
·shows you how. much SRAs can lower yaur taxes. 
~I todaj-it ~uldn't hurt: · 
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Student's grief reaches community 
By Marc Chase 
OASIS lr'ritl!r 
Photo by B. Antonio E. 
OASIS Plmtograp/Jl!r 
S ometimes he looks at her picture - a small child several thousand 
miles away. cradled in 
the hands of his wife. 
Sometimes he cries for the 
lost hope, tears dripping on a 
photo- likeness of a baby 
daughter he never cuddled 
in his own arms. Now he 
just cradles a picture. 
But thrn he remem· 
bers the arms of a once-
distant people that have 
crcidled him in a time of 
need. 
Joe Chimwenje, a 
native of ~-fo!awi and 
an SIUC graduate stu-
dent in theater, says that 
he is still in tht,? denial 
stage, an emotion many 
people feel after the loss 
of a loved one, following 
the death of his 10-month-
old daughter Georgina last 
November. 
Georgina, who was born after 
Chimwenje left Africa for SIUC. 
died in a Malawi hospital after 
having an allergic reaction to a 
fever shot. 
·1 still don"t seem to have got-
ten over it," Chimwenje, who 
traveled to SlUC from Africa six 
months ago, said. ·rm still in 
denial; I just can't accept it. There 
are times I feel I haven"t cried 
enough for my daughter." 
But then a revelation: The 
haze of sorrow leaves 
Chimwenje's deep brown eyes 
and a comforting smile parts his 
lips, rounding out his already full 
cheeks. 
"But what they did helped me 
to at least come to terms with 
myself and accept my situatior., • 
Chimwenje said. 
The "they" Chimwenje ls 
speaking of are members of the 
University community as weU as 
American citizens abroad, who 
After losing a child, Joe Chimwenje plans to_ help otners heal 
how to live his life. 
"When you see 






of them total 
strangers for that matter 
- it brings me to providence," he 
said. 





intervention of God." 
Chimwenjc said 





ater by the end of the 
year and then return home to 
spread the kindness he learned in 
America to his hornelarxl. 
"Basically, thoughts had already . his wife, Azalea, 1.nd other family 
been there to do something for members who were able to 
humanity, but I never had the embrace Chimwenje in a time of 
energy to fulfill it. Before, I was tragedy. Now it is time to conlin-
always a pessimist," he said. "The oo helping othears lo heal, he said. 
people here at SIU and elsewhere wit was so overwhelming for 
have given me that new energy. I them (his family) to receive such a 
now see people as essentially gift," Chimv,:enje sakl. "Many of 
good - I never felt that wey them have also heard about racial 
before." issues in America, · and this was 
Chimwenje, who has the last thing they expected to 
directed several plays at happen lo me. I want lo spread 
SIUC's Laboratory this healing to others." 
Theater, said he wants Chimwenje said it was easier 
to start a theater for his family to deal v.ith the loss 
group in Malawi. But of Georgina with him at their side. 
this group would do Chirr.wenje stal,·ed with his family 
more than act on a from mid-November until the 
stage. beginning of :he spring semester 
MWe would because of a gilt and a lesson in 
work at helping kindness he says he will never for· 
society by not only get. 
providing plays but Then Chimwenje sighs, folds 
by working in the his hands and gazes philosophi-
community helping cally, staring upward. The death 
sick people, homeless of Georgina also provided anoth-
child ren and others er valuable lesson - one 
who are ha1,ing trouble," Chim1.11enj€ said he hopes to pass 
he said. Ml want to start on to those who have shov.n him 
my own collective thepter kindness. 
group dealing with social "As human beings, we seem to 
problems." put death too far away from us," 
Chimwenje said his theater he said. "We see we have tomor· 
group would be able to add erno- row, maybe next week, maybe 
lion to plays about social issues next year to live. We are all as 
because the players would have good as dead anytime. We look 
first· hand experience with the around and see friends and fami-
lives of those who suffer. · ly dying all around us. There is a 
Giits from donors not only lesson we must learn, though: If 
helped Chimwenje begin to heal. you don't take life for granted, 
They also lightened the hearts of you are prepared for anything. 
Discouq_,t De11., Fountain Soda 
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The store for students 
.:. ; .. '"Gomif'g~.t ··rash for your CD's! . · , after learning of !he man's 
tragedy and also learning that he 
~!~¥5~~ \olnr!l 1g0s~ rfffii:Wi~~~lfi a:~:~es t-1· t~line 
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theater professor Alex /0 I I S I ss 
Chrnslopoulos so;d the SIUC O s5aa saaa 
§:t~f f J.!~~3 Condom Sense ·. ·· . Compare to Coppertone. 
employees as weU as people not 
affiliated with the school. 
Chrestopou!os said the depart· 
ment even received messages via 
computer from concerned people 
who had read about Chimwenje 
in the online version of the Daily 
Egyptian and. wanted to know 
how they could contribute to the 
man's cause. 
Chimwenje said the generosity 
of those who helped him has 
given him a new perspective on 
·· I~port Cigarettes. Djaru,n Dunhill 
r 
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File Education Communications State-of-the-art classes lnnouatiue learning 
Class-based home· pages - . . cropping up across_ campus 
By Melissa Jakubowski 
DE Assistant Features Editor 
Logging onto the Markellng 
304 World Wide Web site, a per-
son Is greeted by a huge elec-
tronic meter that calculates the 
number of visits to the page. 
So far, the number has reachoo 
over 750. . 
Spending more time searching 
the page, a person can bring up 
current lecture notes, view slides, 
obtain stu:ly guides, and even link 
• 
"Many of my students come to class with 
their notes already printed out. This allows 
me to have more free time in class to focus 
on discussion." 
Pat Manfredi 
Associate professor, philosophy 
to other Interesting Web sites - increased," he said.- "I think a lot more time fordlscusslon with slu-
all In a matter of seconds. of the professors see the utility In dents. 
The author of the page Is not a using the Web as =m lnstrucHonal "How many minutes have you 
student trying to share valuable tool." spent copying doon CM?rheads In 
class lnfonnaHon for a test, but Grant said he began designing class?" he said. "Many of my stu-
the professor himself, John his page fall of 1994. He said the dents come to class with their 
Granl upkeep and design of the page notes already printed out. This 
"I offer copies of class notes. takes time, but the outcome ts allow.; me to have more free time 
Why shouldn't I post them on the worthwhile. In class to focus on discussion." 
Web?" he said. "It's much easier "One of the nicest features my Most faculty supporters of the 
for the students, assuming they · page offers Is a reproduction of Web said they disagree with the 
haw access to a computer." slJdes presented In class," he said. Idea of computers reIJl.l:lng the 
SIUC professors like John "If a student misses class, they classroom Professors have always 
Gran!, an associate professor In can link up to my page and view gmn numerous handouts - the 
Marketing, are beginning to the slides without having to find Web only makes mass distributbn 
design pages on the Web that go me directly." easier, some faculty said. 
along with their class subject. The Professors using the Web said Grant said the page helps facll-
pages offer ~g from the they have found a number of !tale communlcatfon between he 
class 9Jl]abus to discussion forums . advantages, including the ellml- and owr 500 students. But, he 
on their subjects. nation of some of the more said this does not lake away from 
Tony Kerber, systems analyst tedious aspects of teaching - the class experience. 
for the SIUC Information announcements, cmrheads and "My Web page Is only an extra 
Technology Deparlment, said the dates. resource," he said. "In large lee-
first department to develop Web · Pat Manfredi, an associate pro- lure halls, It's difficult to get Infer-
pages for Its courses was the fessor In philosophy, designed a mallon back and forth. I already 
Marketing Department. He sald homepage ror his general educa- . put class resources on hold at the 
the pages were designed In lion dass In the fall. Through his lnstrucllonal Center and hand out 
October; 1994. Web site, Manfredi posts class lecture guides. Th<i!re Isn't any-
Since then, the demand for notes, assignments, study guide thing on my page you can't get 
departmental Web pages at SIUC quesHons and a class list. else\l.here. It's Just another out· 
has skyrocketed, Kerber sald. Manfredi said because he let." . 
"In the past six to nine months, places vast amounts of lnfonna- Grant said the Web pages may 
the demand for Web ID's has lion on the Web site, he has Include class notes but said the 
classroom ts sHll the only place to 
receive detailed instruction. 
"To get a real understanding or 
the material, you haw to go to 
class," he said. "The Web Is only 
another supplement to the learn-
ing process." 
Manfredi said his page helps 
students continue discussion out-
side of class. 
Manfredi has designed a dis-
cussion forum where he posts 
controwrslal topics pertaining to 
class, and students can then freely 
to dlscuss the topics. 
"I post questions like, 'Is there a 
God,' and students can argue 
about them," he said. "I am also 
de\.eloplng link sites to other Web 
pages that compliment the stu· 
dents' essays." ' 
Some professors say computer-
assisted teaching will not threaten 
the existence· of the typical 
classroom~- Dale Bengtson, 
an assistant professor In hlstoiy, 
said he feels comfortable with the 
classic handout and note-taking 
system, but he sees Web pages 
as another slep In the e110lutfon-
aiy development of the class-
room. 
"I remember when I was an 
undergraduate student, teachers 
had FY bate notes," he said. "We 
would pay $6 to $8 and would 
get a complete copy of the class 
notes. Having access to the notes 
newr kliled the class;'.' 
Kerber said he does foresee a 
trend In teachers hooking up on 
the Web after they see the exam-
ples of oiher teachers like 
Manfredi and Grant. 
"A lot of professors haven't 
~ with II and aren't aware of 
see HOME PAGES, ·page 5 
Untangling 
the web of 
high~te,ch 
terminology 
By naron Butler 
Dally Egyptian Reporter 
Virtual reality, llw tele-
conferences, sports broad- . 
casts and wacky anlmallon 
are the latest Innovations 
coming to the World Wide 
Web, the most accessible 
lane or the Internet lnfor-
maHon highway. When the 
Web first became popular 
with the development of 
browsers, a lot of Individuals 
were sHll trying to figure out 
e-mail: Easily accessible, 
user-friendly and visually 
appealing, the Web drew 
crowds unlike any 
cyberspace had seen. 
Now, as the Web 
becomes ever more popu-
lar, and businesses scramble 
to develop the!r "presence" 
on this latest advertising 
medium, those who started 
out slow may soon lose 
sight of the possibilities or 
this rocket-speed technolo-
gy altogether. As the theoiy 
gap between those onllne 
and the rest of America 
widens, misunderstandings 
grow, and those left behind 
may still wonder what 
ewryone who Is logged In 
assumes Is ridiculously obvl- . 
ous: What Is the World 
Wide Web, and hem Is It dif-
ferent from the Internet? 
The Internet Is 1.1101.01 by 
a series or telephone lines 
and fiber-optlc cables con-
necting giant multi-user 
see WEB, page ~ 
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Distance Lea.rning progr~m making 
transition ·from local -to national leuel 
By C. Kuhlmey 
Dally Egyptian Reporter 
SIUC's Distance Leaming 
program, in the third year of a 
five.war plan, Is beginning to 
go from a local to a national 
level, Kia Malott, coordinator 
of Distance Leaming, says. 
SIUC, along with universities 
from across the nation, com· 
munlty colleges and high 
schools will have access lo wd1 
other's classrooms through the 
Distance Leaming project with-
in the next ti.vo years, Malott 
said. 
SIUC Is now transmilling 
their signal . to schools in 
Southern Illinois, Heidi Greer, 
Distance Leaming coordinator, 
said. 
"Right now we are only 
\I.Orklng with local schools on 
the Distance Leaming project," 
Greer said. 
"Within the next 1\1.0 years, 
we will be operating on a 
national level," she s..ild. 
Malott said the program will 
be able to transmit signals on a 
• 
"We have the support services and technical foundation in place. 
This program has a lot of potential. With a llttle imagination and 
creativity, we have enhanced th~ instructional process." 
national lewl with a new switch 
system. 
The switch Sl)Stem re-routes 
a signal from a classroom lo 
other parts of the nation and is 
similar lo the system that long-
distance phone companies use, 
Malott said. 
"Without the switch system, 
we will only be able to transmit 
our signals to schools within 
our local nel\l.Ork," Malott said 
"The system Is the crucial link 
that will help us go national." 
Carolyn Snyder, dean of 
library affairs, said the project 
began slowly but will progress 
rapidly In the next few years. 
"At first, progression was 
slow because we were experl-
• 
Carolyn Sn~er 
Dean of library affairs 
mentlng with our equipment 
and figuring capabllltles," 
Snyder said. "In the future, the 
number of places we can 
access will dramatically 
Increase." 
Using a series of cameras, 
microphones and monitors, 
lectures can be broadcast lo 
any sd1ool with the capability 
to access It, Malott said. 
"The audio and visual signals 
are transmitted over enlarged 
telephone ca~. then decoded 
broadcast by whoever picks up 
our signal," Malott said. "Since 
II ls transmitted by telephone, It 
costs as much as a regular 
phone call." 
Greer said the number of. 
applications for Distance 
Leaming outside the classroom 
Is endless. 
. "Distance Learning has 
many possibilities," Greer said. 
"We can use U1e project fcir 
conference calls with other 
school, as a recruiting aid to 
entice students lo come here, 
as well as for business meet· 
lngs." 
Snyder said Distance 
Leaming will give students the 
technological skills to function 
after graduation. 
"It Is our duty as a unlwrslty 
to prepare our students for the 
real world," Snyder said. 
"Distance Leaming Is one of 
those tools that will be part of 
the real world because It 
Involves video lnteracllon. We 
want the students to be familiar 
with these concepts by the time 
they graduate from here.~ 
Malott said the sdlools par-
ticipating In Distance Leaming 
pick up broadcasts for classes 
they do not offer or classes 
taught by specialists In a spe-
cific field. _ 
"We want to give students 
the chance to take classes that 
they cannot get from their 
respective universities," Malott 
said. "Also, since some stu-
dents cannot make It lo SIUC, 
we can take the classes co 
them, at their sdlool." 
Snyder said the University 
has all the right tools and ser· 
vices In place to eventually 
communicate on a global 
basis. 
"We have the support ser-
vices and technical foundation 
In place," 5c¥fer said. 
"This program has a lot of 
potential. With a little Imagina-
tion and creativity, we have 
enhanced the Instructional pro-
cess," she sald. 
Home page UJeb . 
contlnue·d from pag~ ~ 
the possibilities yet,'" he said. 
Professors need to remember to 
slowly guide their students dO\lm the 
lnformallon superhighway because 
not all students are accustomed to 
the system, Manfredi said. 
He said he familiarizes his stu-
dents with the Web before he sends 
them out to cyberspace. 
He said he tries to Include lnstruc· 
tlons In class so students remain 
calm when they hear the \I.Ord com-
puter. 
"A lot of kids say, 'I thought this 
was a philosophy class, not a com-
puter course," he said. 
So far, the students In Manfredl's 
class have embraced the enthusiasm 
their teacher expresses about the 
Web, he said. 
Paul Angleton, a sophomore In 
pre-med physiology front Jerseyville, 
said because he has the notes print· 
ed out, he can sit back In class and 
listen to the discussion. 
"I listen to him talk and the dis-
cussion, Instead of worrying about 
getting all the notes," Angleton said. 
"When the test comes, all I have 
to do Is review the notes," he said. 
Angleton said having assignments 
and notes onllne makes missing 
class less stressful. 
"I can get the notes or the home-
work right off the computer," he 
said. "If I have a question, I can e-
mail professor Manfredi or another 
student." 
But does easy access to class 
notes make students less apt to 
attend Manfredl's class? 
"That's \lihy he has an attendance 
policy," Angleton said, laughing. 
continued from paqe 4 
computers called "~rs." There among many administrative orga- partof\l.hatlsavailableontheWeb. 
are no long-distance charges, as nlialions and have been endorsed This unlimited e,cchange of !nfor-
access to one sen.er means access by House Speaker Newt Gingrich. matlon also means Instant access 
to them all. The Illinois Stale Board of to hundreds of sites on any hobby 
Once a user Is onllne, or con- Education recently allocated $15 one might have. On the Web, 
nected to a sen.er, bUSIJ signals are million to connect elelr.entary and there Is no llmlt to what awaits Just 
rarelyaproblem;asthelargeband- secondaiyschoolstotheWeband next-door, both good and bad. 
width of most servers allows provide tools lo create educational Choosing which neighbors are 
dozens, even hundreds of personal Web pages with the help of muse- appropriate could well oumble the 
coonectlons at once. . urns, Including SIU's University whole neighborhood. 
Workf Wide Web "pages," whi:h Museum. But some see the Web Because such tools can be used 
can incorporate le)d, graphk:s, poo- as a fenceless pla~round, where for much more than the gathering 
tos and even sound Into ~ pedophiles and child pomogra- of Information, there are those 
doa.anents, are stored as data with- phers lurk In search of innocents who feel things have gotten too 
In an Internet sen.er. Unlike a con- and where children can learn how free, that there ls too much unreg-
1.mtx,nal rook or magazine, multlµe to make bombs, pick locks and ulated communication going on. 
users can read a Web page at ooe change grades. A recmt piece of leglslalbn signed 
llme, because a SCJver can "print" R. Bruce Dold, columnist for the 17:,, PreskJent Bm Ointoo, amid shrill 
unllm1ted copes cl Slrll J:BQes. Ollcago Tribune, recently scoffed protest from many. In and out of 
No paper Is necessaiy. A home at the Internet as a research tool, qterspace, slrol.e to llmlt the coo-
computer need only glance at - saying that finding relevant lnfor· tent of the Internet. The bm made 
or load - a page once to remem- matlon was next to Impossible In those who put Information online 
ber It. A student at sru can get a the Jumble of useless trivia and responsible for those who accessoo 
page frcm South Africa, then read opinion. It; the Idea being that if a child can 
the page at the same time as !wen· A summer 1995 cowr story In get hard-core porn with the clkk of 
ty other Internet users who loaded Time magazine reported a study a mouse, shoukln't the provkler of 
the page seconds before and after - that they later admitted was mis- that pornography be stopped? 
that student dld. leading - finding that much of However, the structure of the 
As head of SIUCs Under-gradu- what gets regularly loaded up and Internet makes such regulation 
ate Llbraiy, Marc Watson's job Is down the web would make a par- next to Impossible, and In lieu of 
to explain this complex new fonn enl blush. And klds ~e getting It. - shutting the whole thing down and 
of communication to the unlnlHat· So how much pornography and rebooting with scrambled adults· 
ed through \I.Ork.shops offered reg- paranoid rebellion are on the web? only channels, a Phllaclelphla JI.Xlge 
ularly in a 16-term!nal lab on the Plenty. And a lot of It can be got· · has shut ck:Mtt1 enforcement of the 
first floor of Morris Library. Watson ten much faster than It \I.Ould take bill until II Is reviewed for a lawsuit 
says demand for such \I.Ork.shops to walk to the nearest news stand food 17:,, the American Qvil UberUes 
· and use of SIUC's Internet services to pick up a copy of "Playboy," or Union. 
are growing faster than the "Solcller of Fortune." M~whlle, things on the Web 
University can approve new Butthat'sthepolntofthelntemet, · contlnuemuchastheyha~forthe 
modems to connect e1.e~ne. adl.ocates argue. Online magazines, past few years: E~rybody says and 
As Erlucational tocls, the Internet museums and gcM:!It1IllCllt sltes, In · does pretty much whate,.;er they 
and World Wide Web are enjoying . which content Is predictable and want. On the Internet, It's recess 
most-favored-technology status controllable, make up only a small 24 hours a day. 
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Generation X: For lack Of a better term . . . . . . ' ~ . . . 
Society st~uggles to define a generation it doesn't ~nderstand 
By James Lyon ' 
OASIS&ltor 
Illustration by Agnleszka 
Pieczonka 
OASIS Graphic Artist 
S omewhere out there in the middle of cyberspace, among our microwave 
culture, a person may 
come across a home page 1.1,ith a 
simple slogan 1.vritten across the 
top: "We don't mind the term 
Generation X. but we don "t think 
corporate-elite baby boomers 
should be the ones defining it." 
Underneath it. glaring back 
from the jet-black screen, lies a 
typed copy of the Declaration of 
Independence. The message 
being sent here: Members of the 
so-called X generation are corn· 
paring their future 1.1,ith the same 
types of challenges once faced by 
· the founding fathers of this coun-
try. 
The tyrant king has been 
replaced with a national deficit 
growing in thousands of dollars 
every second, and the dumping 
of tea as a protest ha!: been 
replaced with millions of kids 
opposing world affairs on the 
Internet. 
Many people agree that the 
information age has changed 
how people view the world, and 
in a society where cooking some· 
thing for longer than five minutes 
can cause a person to become 
impatient, kids with the X mark 
don't have the time to worry 
about problems. 
The one thing people seem to 
disagree on, however, is whether 
or not this so-called group exists, 
and iF so, what is it that sets them 
apart from everyone else? 
"It all comes down to labels," 
one Harvard professor has 
scribed across the Internet. "And 
the lack of one has led some peo-
ple to coin the term Generation 
X. with X representing the 
unknown as 1.1:ell as meaning the 
(ack of anything definable." 
The strange thing is. no one 
seems to know where this label 
Students are in a new generation, 
and with that gene ration comes la be Is. 
How is the :;o .. called Generation X 
to be defined? 
came from and how It was 
allowed to trickle down through 
the system and scar their chil-
dren. 
comes to world affairs than the 
generation before them. 
moments notice. 
He also criticizes how political 
correctness causes everyone to 
watch what they say, and stu-
dents have become so discon~ 
tented 1.1,ith the world that it no 
longer seems to matter what they 
do. 
generations who will take control 
. , v,ill believe that all of the prob-
. !ems and situations that arise will 
be solved within moments," 
McNamara said. "lV sound bites, 
students come to reai12e, are 
indeed impoverished ways of 
understanding complex matters 
that 1.~ill continue to impact their 
lives." 
McNam;ira says that a com-
mon use of the word "slacker" 
and anti-work ethics attributed to 
the children of Gen. X is because 
living in an instantaneous world 
has caused children's attention to 
drop 1.1,nen compared to others. 
Olivia Lopez, in a project con-
ducted at Berkeley, left one mes• 
sage on her home page for 
everyone to read. 
"The youth of today do not 
seem prepared to take what is 
given lo them as absolute 
lifestyles,· Lopez said. "Rather. 
they want to play an active role in 
creating their O\m ways of life." 
Lopez says that people have 
begun to confuse discontent with 
desire and how the tools to make 
many peoples' desires come true 
have dwindled. 
l)le world of today, according 
to many people on the Internet, 
has nothing to offer. 
Everyone is pushing a person 
to carry their education further, 
but the funds, and lack of hope of 
finding a job, has caused people 
to give up that idea. 
"It makes no sense to get as 
much of an education as possi· 
ble, and then tum around and not 
have any chance of finding a . 
job," a person going by the name 
Gen. Xer said on the Net. 
Gen. Xer left message upon 
message on the l'fet about his 
discontent with the world as peo-
ple know it and how the Beal.-is 
and Butt-Head, drive-through 
window, sitcom world has left 
people with nothing. 
"No one wants to do anything 
anymore because they are 
afraid," he said. "People have no 
desire any more because there is 
According to many definitions, 
. Gen. X applies lo anyone born 
between the years 1961 and 
1981, and represents a group of 
people 1.~no, for the first lime, will 
have less lo work with when It 
In an article I.Vl'itten by Patrick 
McNamara for Commonwealth 
magazine, McNamara criticizes 
how society has been plagued 
with bytes of information to 
where media have created a 
world in which people are only 
trained to take in information at a 
"Because of the 'instant soci-
ety' forming around us all, the . seeX, pages 
. Twentysomethings· form group 
to gain financial advantages Attention 
Coll~ Press Sa-vice 
WASHINGTON- Someday, 
maybe even this spring, you will 
leave the hallowed halls of 
academia behind, don a cap and 
gown, and become, at long last, a 
college graduate. Then what? 
After lounging a few days on 
your parent's couch, some big· 
picture questions may begin to 
gnaw at you. For instance, how 
will you find a job that pays you 
enough to live on? 
What about health insurance? 
And when should you start 
planning for your retirement? 
(No, really, you'll be retiring 
someday.) 
Welcome to life after senior 
week.. 
For anyone in their twenties, 
life can be frequently confusing, 
often times complicated. That's 
.why Jennifer Sesen Klein, 26, . 
. recently started the National 
Association of Twent~some· 
things, which she runs out of a 
small office space rented from a 
Washington law firm. 
After paying the $10 yearly 
due, members have access lo 
temporary and long-term group 
health insurance, job resources 
and financial planning. So far, 
more than 100 twentysome· 
things, many of them recent col· 
lege grads without jobs, have 
joined up. 
And not just for the health ben-
efits. More than anything, Klein 
says members are trying to shake 
the Gen X label and its stereo-
types: Self-indulgent. Isolated. 
Ignorant. Profoundly cynical. 
"I hate the label Generation 
X," Klein says, ticking off the 
unflattering traits associated with 
the term: "We're apathetic. 
We're slackers. We don't care 
about our future. We don't 
work." 
None of her friends wear 
grunge clothes, sit at home and 
listen to music all day, she says. 
Many are concerned about Social 
Security, balancing· the federal 
budget and Internet restrictions. 
"We formed to support and pro-
tect twen~methings," ~he says. 
Paul Rogal Loeb, author of 
"Generation at the Crossroads," 
said the .issociation is right to 
challenge the unfavorable "slack-
er" stereotype of its members. 
"It's a god-awful characteristic," 
says Loeb, a writer who has 
. spent the last seven !,'ears track-
ing the social and poUtical culture 
on college campuses. "Watching 
the different labels dumped in 
succession on this generation •.. 
it's dismaying. People I talk to 
really resent that." 
Klein remembers how she felt, 
fresh out of New York University 
· in 1990, when she didn't have a 
job and her parents' health plan 
no longer covered her . 
see GROUP, page 8 
The Daily Egyptian will be publishing a reg-
ular edition on March 18, 1996. Due to the 
SIUC spring break the Daily Egyptian will 
be closed march 11-15 The following dead-
lines for advertising in the Monday paper 
are as follows: 
Space request Deadline: 
· Thursday, March·7 
Proof Deadline: 
Friday, March 8 
The Daily Egyptian thanks you for your 
cooperation and apologizes for any 
inconvenienc·e rl).is may cause. 
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SIUC 'college girl" to appear in Playboy 
By James Lyon 
OASIS Editor 
Photos by B. Antonio E. 
OASIS ;>botograpber 
Kyra Mills looks like the girl next 
door. She stands 5 feet 5 inches ' 
tall and has blonde hair, brown 
eyes and a very nice tan. What 
makes her a little different is that 
in a matter of weeks, millions of 
people will have the opportunity 
to see her without any clothes on. 
"I really don't know why r 
decided to do it," Mills said in a 
-heart-melting southern drawl. "It 
was always something I was inter-
ested in, and one day I just decid-
ed to call them up." 
Mills, a junior in business admin-
istration from Alton, is talking 
abo·· · how she called up the 
Playlx. . offices in Chicago and 
told them she was interested in 
posing nude for the magazine -
a decision many women make, 
and a decision many more 
\JJOmen don"t. . 
Back in October, out of the 
blue, Mills told the corporation of 
her interest in posing for the 
College Girls issue Playboy pub· 
lishes once a year. 
In a matter of days she was sent 
a five-page application with ques-
tions ranging from her height and 
weight to what she likes in a guy. 
Along with the application, she 
was asked to send a couple of 
hea<lshots. 
After a call-back, she \vent up to 
Chicago for a series of interviews, 
and a series of pictures were taken 
with her in a bathing suit. 
Then, one day, she got a call 
telling her that out of the hundreds 
of applicants, she had been 
picked for a l\vo-page layout in 
the College Girls issue. 
She flew up to Chicago for a 
second time, and her.Playboy pic-
torial shooting began. 
Mills said she was shown to an 
apartment loft in downtown 
Chicago that the Playboy corpo-
ration rents for some of its pic-
tures. It was 8:30 a.m. She said 
by the time the shoot was finished 
itwas6p.m. 
"A lot of people don't realize 
the work involved," Mills said. 
"They think you go in and take a 
Above: Kym Mills, a junior i11 business administration ftom 
Al.Jon, will be featured in the upcoming College Girls 
edition of Playbo;• magazine, available March 19. 
Mills called ,1,e magazine last October to apply for a spot in 
the spedal edition. Mills was selected from a field of several 
hundred women to appear in a hvo-page layout in 17,e edition. 
Right: Mills serves drinks at her job as a waitress at Gatsby's 
II, 610 S. Illinois Ave. 
couple of pictures, and it is over. protests was on the Dartmouth 
My shoot lasted all day, and I was campus in 1995, when a 
told that a shoot for a centerfold women's group demonstrated 
can last up to a we¢-.~ 1 .•.. - . against the magazine for coming 
Mills said she was extremely to their school to recruit girls. 
nervous the first time she was Even though it was the girls' 
asked to undress and lie down on decision to pose, the protesters 
the sofa for a series of light tests. said they felt the magazine was 
"I had to lie down in front of exploiting them, as well as women 
these people I had never met." in general. 
Mills said. "There were about six "When people like that have 
other people in the room to help their minds set in stone, there is 
with lighting and to take pictures. really nothing you can do to 
After a while, though, they made change that/ Mills said. "The 
me feel really comfortable, and we women who pose haw made that 
were able to get the shots done." decision to be there. I malize peo-
College girls posing for Playboy pie may view things differently 
is nothing new, and neither is the when it comes to art and pomog-
controversy. raphy, but Playboy never portrays 
One of the more famous the female body as anything bad. 
Magazine protested in Chicago 
College Press Sen.ice 
CHICAGO-Think 1960s. 
Long-haired student protesters 
armed with placards, angry speak-
ers shouting into megaphones, 
policemen standing by anxiously. 
And soulful tunes played by 
Credence Clcan.vater Revival. 
Thirty years later, the scene is 
familiar but different. The protest 
song has changed to "Whafs 
Going On?" by Four Non-Blondes, 
and in this 1990s-style protest. stu-
dents are rallying for pure love, not 
free love. On Feb. 13, about 50 
students from Chicago-area col-
leges marched outside Playboy 
Enterprises. chanting and canying 
neon-colored signs that read: "Not 
Born for Porn," "Stop Selling 
Cheap Sex," and "Do Your 
Homework, Not Yowself." 
The "Valentine·s Day Rally" was 
sponsored by the new Pure Love 
Allianc.e, a national <.Oalilion of stu-
dent groups and social organiza-
tions Iha! ;:iromotes abstinence on 
college campuses. In part, students 
were protesting a recent Playboy 
magazine cover that shows a 
, \rofTlan in a typical Catholic-school 
unifonn undressing. 
But a larger catalyst for the rally 
was the group's effort to ban 
Playboy products from college 
campuses. The day before, the 
group led a protest at nearby Uni-
versity of Illinois at Chicago, where 
Playboy magazines and videos are 
sok! at the campus bookstore, and 
past issues are available in the 
hbrary's reszim section. 
"Basically we were protesting 
pornography and promoLng fam-
ily values, - said Kevin Brugman, a 
UIC senior and a member of the 
Pure Love Alliance. "Pornogra-
phy is like cheap sex. It's really 
undermining the values of com-
mitment, loyalty; tne vabes of fam-
ily relationships. -
He recently encouraged some of 
UIC's 20,000 students to sign a 
petition demaooing the removal of 
Playboy from campus. "We were 
able to get over 3,500 signatures," 
he said. Many of the school's eth-
nic aod religious groups consider 
the adult entertainment magazine 
offensiw, he added. 
Robert Kittell, a national 
spokesman for the New York-
based Pure l...ow Alliance; also was 
~ TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1996 
at the UIC protest. "By having 
[Playboy) there, _it condones the 
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The look that Playboy wants is 
that of an all-American girl who is 
. very clean cut, and that is all they 
\\lalll. 
"If someone were to come to 
me and tell me that what I did 
was wrong. I would ask them if 
they had ever been to any of the 
shoots or seen any of the pho-
tographers at work. Everything 
there is strictly professional. It is 
a business, and they are not out 
there to e>.-ploit anyone. Women 
make the decision, and they have 
a say-so about every aspect of 
the shoot. If people don't like 
that, then they should just not 
buy the magazine. It is as simple 
as that." 
Mills said one of the reasons 
she had been thinking about pos-
ing was that she di::I not want to 
look back on this opportunity 
years from now and regret not 
doing it. 
"It was son-ething i wanted to 
do, and if I didn't, then I would 
h.3ve always asked myself, 'Well, 
what if I had done this back then?' 
And I didn't want that to hap-
pen, - Mills said. 
~People may haw some kind of 
opinion about me after the maga-
zine comes out, but that doesn't 
matter. It W<lS something I wanted 
to do, and I am not ashdmed of it. 
People can think about me any-
way they want, but I know the 
truth. And I know what kind of 
person I am. That is really all that 
X 
continued from page 6 
nothing left to hope for." 
It Is lronlc how·the economy 
had never been better In the 
1980's, but the Cold War cause,d 
many people lo look fo?Wa!"p to a 
Nuclear Winier. 
Now, when the Cold War has 
been destroyed,· and· people 
should· have some kind of hope 
for the future, the economy, ar.d 
the lack of any attainable dream, 
has left people with a sense. of· 
hopelessness. · . 
"The Brady Btmch" was one 
of the more popular snows to 
come 011t of the '70s, and that 
was because II was· displaying a 
tight family In a time when 
di\Orce was at an all-time high. 
"Friends" does for, the '90s 
what "The Brady Bunch" did for 
the '70s by offering the youth a 
security blanket to cling to. 
.. Friends" shows a group of Gen. 
Xers with a light relationship 
among themselves, some with 
jobs and some without, but all 
having fun and sprouting snappy 
wit to rowr up an underlying fear~ 
of the future. 
Douglas Coupland wrote a 
book in 1991 called "Generation 
X - Tales For An Accelerated 
Culture. n It chronlcles the life of a 
group of self-defined Xers 
through a series of short stories in 
which the subjects by to find their 
place In the world when there 
doesn't seem to be any spaces 
lefL . 
Coupland himself, in an inter-
view with Alexander Laurence, 
told how cultural fallout has 
changed how people perceive 
their surroundings and how that 
applies to his book. 
He said that some of the peo-
ple getting out of college are fac-
ing decisions their paJ!mls never 
had to wciny about • 
Today, Coupland said, people 
are expected to go_ farther but 
\IAth less. A person out of college 
is suddenly faced with a life with-
out any type of structure and are 
thrown into a world that almost 
doesn't want them. 
Coupland agrees that 
Generation X does exist, but he 
says it is a group that simply con-
sists of people who are not 
accepted In any other group. 
Back on the Internet, hying to 
find something to explain the 
myth people have about the 
problems the world seems to be 
facing and the kids who need to 
face them, the screen stops on a 
small message on some God for-
saken Web page. 
On it, as a message of hope 
written to all that find it, Is 
scrawled: 
"History teaches us about our 
past mistakes with the hopes that 
we alK''·' ::iem In the future. But 
perhaps one of the underlying 
aspects of the human mind is to 
forget Its problems so the pain 
associated with it can be forgot-
ten as well." · 
'Tune heals all wounds, but It 
also has a way of making people 
forget what is Important" 
"In the time It takes to read this 
sentence, thousands of people 
will die, and an entirely new gen-
eration will be born. Should those 
children be judged and compared 
to who came before them and In 
what order?" . 
"People do not ask to be born, 
and to label them because of it 
only holds them back." 
"In the next few decades, this 
\mrld will face changes the likes 
of which no other generations 
has experienced. Generation X 
will be the one history defines as 
the stepping stone into t11e next 
millennium.~ 
. "In the end, Generation X will 
Jna!<ethe_diff~7 :·· . 
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Capitol HIii' for Issues_ that ,, 
No one should have to go affect twentysomethlngs --:-; . . paying. . . 
through that alone, she decid- · f ??m the flat tax to healthca,,re: · 
ed; Although she eventually Im watching very clo~. · 
got a job:w1th·the National . For now, Kiel~~ !undlng ,. 
· Association of. Radio Talk: the association frorir her own: 
Show Hosts, she quit last year pocket b11_t is:conslderlng ~ 
· fo devote all her- tirrie to forms· loan· o_r- even a ·grant.· She. 
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Fouml_er, · Natic,nal Association of , 
· · Twe_nllJ_sometliings 
Ing a group for her, peers. . · . . . . expects !Jlembe_r,;hlp dues to · 
Like senior citizens, twen- fund the· group someday, but 48, I'd.encourage her to do it Defining a vision that goes 
tysomethlngs need· to band · ls real~c: "l)ues will only go too;" : · · beyond a generational one 
together. so they can get the so far. · . • '· Most members say they are may prove a challenge for the 
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trophic coverage.· · :· Denver;Chlcago and ~oston;·· lria recent·news article, a today's·twentysom·ethlngs 
"After I, got that, I worked, among other cities. Rebecca sociology· profei;sor. fro·m come out of school with more 
on calling companies to see If Yturregul; 23; a- graduate of Georgetown University called debt and enter a terrible job 
I could get discounts," she Simmons college _In Boston, · the assoclatiom"a small group market, he notes. 
says. Her Inquiries met with w.cently b~e a mei!Jper. · . of white bourgeois ki,1s ·who But, "the vision should focus 
success, and the group's dis- Yturregui, who. now works : want to have more saylln the on. the real 1 divides and, real 
countpackageindudesslashed· for the Slmmons,publ!c rela- worlclt , ·. . . crises In the counhy,.notpit 
prices on movie tickets, maga0 tlons office, said sh~ was for~ . · The· prof~sor went on· to one generation against the 
zlne subscriptions. and• even lunate enough to. fmd: a job . say that a group cannot survive other," Loeb adds. 
hotel rates. · with-health ~ejits soon after unless It stands.for something Klein says.she env1sions the 
Then, .she began a resume gradua!}on. ·. . . other than Its owri"needs. group spreading across the 
dataliase for members and· . When s_he reads articles · . "If they are going to make nation, perhaps opening chap-
spread the word:among paten-· · about Generation X and their an Impact, th~ need to have a ters on college campuses. 
tlal employers. Job resources supposed slacker attitude, she larger vision, · s~ch as anti- "The more members, the 
for members include classified· gets""infurialed." . · war, civil. rights or feminist more poweriul we are," she 
sections from papers all over She read a news article causes," the professor said: adds. 
the nation. about the National Association Klein argues that an assocla- Her most immediate plan is 
She also found a- financial of Twentysomethlngs and says tlon should stand for the needs a website for the group, which 
expert who could give advice "It really spoke to feelings 1\ie ofrlts members. · · she hopes to have running by 
to 111embers· on- starting a been.having:" . . •.. "That's why you have an this spring. 
, retirement plan. · Even though she has no association; Thafs what an She also plans to stay with. 
"Social Security Is going need, for the group's health association does. the group; even as she heads· 
bankrupt," she says. "This ls Insurance or job resource cen- . "I '!!' think w,.e have a Into her thirties. · · 
the first generation in histmy t~r, stie joined an_.d looks for- VJSion, ;he adds. Maybe our So, will the group eventually 
thafssmallerthan the genera" ward to .educating Issue lsn ta war.·Our Issue ls evolve Into a · National 
tlon ahead of it. It will run out twentysomethlngs and getting- our future." . Association · · · of 
We'll end up being the ones educated." · And she is Indignant at the Thirtysomethlngs? · · · 
paying." . She's encouraging• her idea.that members dre "white · Absolutely not, Klein 5?ys. 
That's one reason why the brother and boyfriend tojoln. bourgeois." "It Is for the twenties age 
National Association of "I think the more people we "I· don't ask on my mem- group. As you moye !Q!q your 
Twentysomethlngs will soon get ll)~olved the better," sh,e bershlp fonns ~t their eth- 3~s, you,.probab~y' ~~~•~-~eed 
have new status as a lobbying, · says .. U ~Y mother wer~n;t · -nlc ~ck~_:1I1~1S..,sh~~~: .Jtt.~~f ... .:.. ________ _ -----,-,-'_ ,---· ·__;_;_;._·'~:·._.-·-~;····~:-·--.:-··-~•ee~rPA-sT-R., 
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used to provide· Ii 
whole philosophy of pornog- I I 
raphy," he said. . . pornography to · 
At issue is the fact that the · ·dul fre I' .-, · · I' 
state-funded school; and oth- young a . ts . . e : ·. , . . , · 
ers like It, stock the magaa of cost. IT I' : _. · ITALIAN.RESTAURANT,- .' · .. ;-- I 
zlne not just In the ca!llPUS ~ Buy one regular order-of Pasta and ·'. 
bookstore but in the library, 'Robert Kittell- I : .. Gef one cf eciual on ,lesser value F~ee: ... i I, 
~!ff ;}hom~~~~1J! Spokes11;~,;;re uwi. : 2Yfili!\2'.if fi::2~~~lt' ,~ : 
pornography to young adults -----'------- ,.·, , :0ne~peicusttrnei. Good~ tlotY31idv.f.hani0Cle!~acs::wt. , ...• 
fr~tf!1f~~~shfo sa~~et with While the school respects ~:-~;-~'.:,iii.~~~~~~u:_3:t~.'~-:~:z~·i ~; 
school officials to discuss the the opinions of the Pure ' , - - ·· - · -- · - -
magazine's removal. Love Alliance, "If you. get · 
"We're not going to close into that business of stop-
down Playboy,". he·said,-"But ping something because a_• 
I think we can get pornogra- certain group doesn't like it, 1 
phy off. the campus. you're not going to have any , 
We raised a pretty big books left in the library," he . 
ruckus on a small campus." said. · . 
Not big enough, appa~ent- Meanwhile; at the protest 
ly. UIC ·spokesman John In front of. Playboy"s nation-
Camper said the school has al· headqvarters, students 
no Immediate plaris to from- UIC, Harold 
remove the magazine from Washington· CoHege a_n9 
its shelves. . '\, Harry S.Truman_cheered as 
"We don't· consider the Playboy bunny symbol 
Playboy to be par~icufatlY was burned in 'effigy. · · . . 
pornographic," he said. Kathy Sumatanl; president 
"There Is a certain demand ·of: the Illinois chapter.of the .. 
for It. If. you need It, we'll Women's Fedf'ratlon· for : ' 
provide It." . World Peace, told the cheer-
The videos In the book- Ing- crowd: ~It's. not OK to 
store are not X-rated, he sell pornography tci anyone, 
kids,from 
drowning.-~. 
H~'s not a lifeguard:--
.. his d teacher. But to the kids. 
.. :·::,-;'.;"~. \ 
said; "These are not hard- a_nd It's deflriatcly not QK to ·· · · · ··. 
core." . sell·pornography on:the , he_ 's·r_eached', _he_._'S .. _4 he_ r_.0 .. 
As far as the. magazine ,campuses of this country!" . . 
being-freely available to stu- Em1e·P1neda, 26, who Is:, ' 
dents In the libra_ry; Camper in his first year at. Harold · · . · . · · · .. 
noted that some students-:-:- ·wasnlngton College, carried BE A .fEAC.HER~."BE ·A·: HERO. 
like so many fn America a, sjgn with the words "Free . .: . .1l .· . . . .- . 
say..:.._read II for the' articles·.· Se~;" slashed out., · '.° .. " , ·. , _ . . • . . . . c~ · l-,800-,4 5".' TEACI-l. 
, and might need It for class . · }really feel pornogryipht m!J A---~ . 
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AC.E.S. Automotive Service, 2101 S. 
fDinoisAve,nexfloAmold'sMad:d,Oil 
Cha~ $18.99; 5.49•311.t. . 
STEVE. THE . CAR DOCTOR Mobile 
mechanic. Ho makes house co1ls. 
¥'·7984, er Mob,1e ~93. 
9arden Park AparQnents 
,'i · 607,East Park St. 
;, :: @ .. 
} Jlil~:t 
~· .. ~- ~ . ~. 
. ~.Sophorilore apprqved: :· . 
• Lux.u~ 2 bedroom/2· bath 
apartments, swimnungrpooi, & --. 
la.undry: facilities. on premises .. ;· · 
. • Noj,ets: alfowedf . · 
t~ ~ ~-··-·: __ ·.: ·•.,-~ '\· , - . . .. 
Now Reri&g.for-.Fall;'96. 5.49-2835 · 
lffJC APn Fall 96/~ 97, !um, 
nearSllJ, -...II-maintained, -/trmh, 
lavndry, $200, .4.57-.t.422. 
~D!:,!r.:.t. ~~5t'srJ: ~i --'---:-------
maintained, $210/mo, A.57·.t.t22. 
2 Blocks from Campus 
Stop by 507 S. Ash 
Mon~·F,lt 10a.rn.~3p.m. 
529;.1082 
't.,aaol 2.• DltM,.noor ca~pus, 
furn, a/c, decn, well maintainod; 
$500/mo, .4.57-4422. 
1 BDRM, close 1o campus, un!um, av011 
immecl, $225, Ca!l .4.57-6786 
12:30-.t:J0pm. 




AmeriColps in Southern Dli-
nois will provide tutoring and 




youth, grades 5-8. Positions 
pencf111g grant funding. 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
• 900 hours of ser,ic:e per 
yearorappmximate!y23-25 : 
hourSIWeek c.·1ring. school , 
year and B 1 hoorsiyoat of 
!raining. Hours generally 
lavorabletopan-timeand/or : 
minimal lul~time students. t 
Preference given to educa-
tion majors wilh 2.5 GPA or 
better on a 4.0 scale: 
OUAUflCATIONS 
: • Requirements: age 17 or 
older with high school cf,-
plorna or GEO (by_July 30): 
,abletosuccessluflycomplete . 
criminal background check 
and drug screening: wilfing . 
toaimrnitblocksofnmelhal 
'parallel grade school hours: 
must enjoy working with 1 




Educational Award, $2.362. 
START/END OATES. 
· • September 3, 1996 
lhru June 30, 1997. 
TO APPLY 
• Submitcoverlener,Ameri-
Corps in Southern Illinois 
appfication (available Imm 
contact person below), tran-
saipt and n!suroo by 4 pm 




venity l;\,,my, an W. c,,lloge St, all 
util incl in nonh, shared ldlel,en and 
ball, loc1iries w/ other ,tvdents in 
)'01/T opt, ead, room has its awn re-
lrigen,lor, !um; c/ a & heat, shown 
by appt cdy, caU she!1on Rentals at 
.457•7352 or 529-5777 Moo-Sat 
9am•5pm, summ•r $1.40, fall & 
,pong $160/mo. 
LAJtGI OHi BDRM, FaD 96, near 
a:ml?!'•• !um, a/c, dean, wdl main-
1:Jini,cl, $325/mo, .457-.4.422. 
N1CE QUIET 2 BDRM. ale, ..,/d haalo-
up, water & trmh paicl; 9 minules lo 
SIU, $325/mo, 529-2037. 
ROYAL RENTALS 
Student Houslng 
FREE ... yovrs to 1c-p ... 
color remote TV 
mivat'" 
CDshelfslcfeo 
__ ,.;II, a ~ilying fell/Spring 





Um_lteii time offer 
CalllorDetoi!s 
457-4422 
501 E. College 
FURNISHED 1 & 2 BDRM, dose to 
camP.u•, rec, & clawntawn. On-site 
~';t,~J:;'lst;'.8 renla!s. 1 
· 529-3989 !or opt. 
6071 N.All}n 
50-I S. Au, •4, ,._. 
507 S. A,h •1•15• 
509S. Ash •1·15 
507S. l\.alrd 
SOI S U, ids 
514 S, llnTrldllO •I, •4 
602 N. Carleo 
403 w. Elm •J-4 
718S. Forni •l,"i!-
5071 S. II•~,. 
~
402! E.llnln 
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Come Pick Up Our Listing! 
~ 
118 s r t a 
~




208 W, llo1pl1Al Dr· •l 
703 S. mlnob •202, qoa 
611 W. Kmnlcoll • 
~
6121 S. l.cgan 
5071 W, Main •B • 
906 W, McDanl<I 
908 W. MtDanlol 




511 N, 011J1nd 
202 N, Popl.u •I 
301 N. Sprlngn •J-3 
913 W. 51,umor• 
919 W, 51,umont 
y,.,.tdi,•E.Pork 
oo, s " , ,u, ,,. r 
4041 S. Un1, .. ntty 
8051 S. Unl,-.nlty 
1004 W, Walkup 
334 W, Walnut •2 






408 S. J\ah 
41O5.Ath 
504 S. Ath 12,~• 
IOi £ U tfs 
409 S. lln'ffldge 
501 s. 0.. .. -!<1;1 
502 s. nn .. rlda• u.c, •2 
503 S. Bn'ffldgo 
505 S, lln'ffldge 
[0,r II -,.. 
~..w,. 











EiQ6lt' 61 J 
~~:~;·~II ) ~I 
10;rm GI s 6 t 
408 W, awn;. Cour1 
409 w. Ch«rry Court 
uou, a sc • 
106 tf' GI I l 
101 ,u Cl I I I 
300 E. Collego • 
500 W. CoUege •2 
~
809 W. College 










409 E. FrNman 
411 E. Fttnnan 
,o:r.,, r 
~
lh I OU Rfl?. 
ifil1tt 
509 S. 1111 .. 
511 S. 11•1 .. 
5]3 S. 11.~ .. 
~
402 E. llnler 
408 E. lt.stor 
m:;::: ·!::: 
212 W, llot~lal Dr 
611 E. ~nnlcott • 
!103 W. Undm 1.a,,. 
!106 W. McDanl,I 
908 W. MtDanl,l 
2011'1 )f 
413 W. Monroo 
400W.Oak Ae.~•W• 





50i r C lJ J 
s11 N. oui.nd 




303 E. Hester-,103 S. Forest 
: 4BedroolllU · 
.406 W, Wdnut.-207W. Oak 
511,505S.Asli .•• 103S. Fa<e.t . 
. ' 3 BedroolllU . . 
2 ANO 3 BDRM HOUSES, same w:.I, · 
c/a, w/d, mawed yores, quiet area, 
F~~~~i':o"."'t surnmc,l:J got 
1.408,1Jl?~_j'?iw.wa1nu1 
306~i'!t~·Asl, 
OUR lllH ANNUAL BROOIURE is 
, ~. ean .457•8194 « 529-2013 
and wo'U maa you one or drop us a 
nate at P.O. Bax 2587 C'clale 62902. 
. IARGE FURN. 4,5 bdrm apt.& houses; 
H~Hises, Apts 
a-i!i wz.;ltt~1 
or coll 5.49-4908 110-8 pm) 
: . APARTMENTS'· 
IIU QUALIFIID . .. ,..,.__ ... 
GiNS' 
: 9or12mo.I:ease 
. Spaclow . A/Cond 
Pumishocl Cable TV 
rs~~ c-~ 




,t:,, . . APARTIIENTS 
, 1207, s; W• ll1 
457•4123 
602 N. Oaldand · 
202 N. Poplar •1 
919W,S!,umora 
1619 W. Svcamoro 
To .. .., llou1e 
T .. ~tdy-EP1rk 
319 ,32.l, .406 W. Walnut 
"f«f'f,napel>! 
Hemtl• ndPropertfes 
549-4808 (10-8 pm) 
. tv/ac, dase to sru, A8SOLUJaY NO 
PETS, mu>1 be neat and cloan, call .457• 
7782. 
51] S.lla!,'I 
513 s.11.~ .. 
~
402 E. Hester 
408 E.llntn 
401 & '! 1 "'- )l, ,, :1!98 W. lie pit I De 
1Qf_£ 1J JI 1°1) 
503 S. Unl,Tnlly 
805 S, Unl,..,nlly 
1·.11 ur ur, , 
4g1 ur tt!t.t ut 
504\V,Walnut 
820 W. Walnut • 
8201 W, Walnut 
404W. WIiiow 
FOUH BEDHOOM 
609 N. All\" 
[01 £ \at . 2 1 
cor .- u 111 . 
409 S. &wrldgo 
501 S, Bemldgt 
502 f 11 tJs t 
503 S. Bnffldg• 
505 S. Bowrldge 
roe.- u ·•• 
FOi £ R Pe 
nor u 111 










300 E. Coll,g,• 




809 W. College 
303 Cruhi.,,,. 
30SCrnhi.,.. 





co:ru' r 11 , 




m ~- :~.:=.rn. 
~ 
308 Ht JI 
413 W, Monroo 
400W.Oak •W 
GOE JI ,1 Id J 
514N. O.lJand 
~
503 S; Unkn1lty • 
805 S. Unkrnlty 
~
IOI r.tll I 
lil§d,J@•Jd•l•J§i1 
"&Of II .. Ilg . 
61& 6 B ldgt 
1200 W. Car1er 
300 E. College 
~
710 W, Collf!I" 
305 Crnhirw 
POF S &It l L 
~
3011'" Jh II 






TOWN & COUNTRY, nice setting.• 
nice ~rk. nice launc!romal, nic:o 1,2,3 
bclrm, furn. nice prices, wmmer & foll, 
no pets, 549-.U71. 
2 llDRM MOB!LE HOME, ~ lot, 
'!er/beoulilul, water&lrmh,lum,w/d, 
fint&lc.!1,10.deposit,AVAllNow,No 
'----------' I Peb,$350/mo684·56A9.· 
CDAlf AREA, SPACIOUS 2,3, and 
4 bdrm houses, no sonlng 
problem, l);baihs,w/d, 
carports, 2mi'W0$1olKroger~>t, 
no peh, can 684-.41'5. 
TOP M'BORO LOCAnON 
luxury 3 bclrm hou.e, carpeted, 1); 
:it;.;i1i:£.0 • garoge, no pets, 
2. BDRM HOUSI, nice & dean, 
dean .iudents wonled; 
ava~ Mat 15, 549-0081. 
LG 2 llDRM HOUSE, c/o, w/d, quiet 
people ...,nted, ava~ June I, 
549-0081. 
2 BDRM HOUSE WITH SlUDY, w/d; 
c/o, quiet ,!\>dents wonted, 
avail Aug, 549-0081. 
GIANT OTY SCHOOL dislrid, 3 both, 





All LAND/WATER SPORTS 
PRESTIGE CHll.DREN'S C/>NJ'S 
ADIRONDACK MOUNTAJNS. Near 
Loh l'tocld. 1-800-786-8373. 
"ASKA IMPLOl'MlNT ~ 





Tn,.,sponationl ,-,1alcorfanole. No ex· rs1~n~ .W~25ry. Coll (206)971· 
lntematlooal lmpl11pont • 
Earn up lo $25-$45/hour teaching ba-
si< CXlfMnClional Eng!i.h in 
~; Tciwan, or S. Korea. No lead,. 
ing badcgmund or A>ion 
languages required. For info. cell: 
1206) 971•3570 e,d, J57.422 
AVON NEEDS REPS in ell arec,, no 
quolas, no shipping lees, coll 
1•800•898•2B66 • 
.4 BDRMHOUSE,S600/mo,availnow, NATIONAL PARKS HIRING· 
lease neg, SECTION 8 Posi!iom on, now ava,"loblo cl No!ionol 
wacoME 549.20ro. Parb, Forests & Wildlife Pn=ves. ex-
308 E. OAK, ,4 bdrm, newly remo cellent benefit>+ bonuses! Coll:.1·206· 
deled, o/c, w/d hoolcup, $515/mo, 971-3620 eJd. N57.423 
avail Mord, 5, a,ll 529·3513. CRUISE SHIPS HltlNG . 
IC:3°~0 s0~·: JI ·!2.:=~t2!1,F~= 
·TIRED Of ROOMMAlESl 1 bdrm . call 1-206·971.jSSO eJd. C57.425 
=~~~~;:.t:;.= ~ ~~~i: 
lawn maintenance, 90• heat & 90• 95-96 school n"": for Bn,Pro Inc. in 
=:a;:~~~/mo.NoPets. ~~. ~ 09~t.4i~:•• 
;t%' .. -':fil~~~ and .lobs,Jobs,.lobs$874·$9.25/lir. 
549-6612, or549·3002af1er 5:30. ~"""";!,~• loa,la= 
1·800-211-9218 
NICE .2 BlnltOOM, 
near SIU, many extras, no pets, 
J.57-5U6. 
RIDE THI BUS TO Cartrondcde 
Ma&Uo Homos. Hlglsway. 51 
No~. 549•3000. 
M'BORO NEWI.Y REMODElED FURN 
2BDRM 12><65, 
one, 3 prn, Coll 684-5468. 
BESTVAW!: IN HOUSING 
luxuiy Uwides 
Wolllipt12wicles 
r .... Pml<Stlocolions 
Free'"""";' slotcgo 
, 1. ·-• 7 -:~ · ' , • 
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Assistonls in !ho lollow;ng orec,: 
~=~!~~ 
Sexuality Eduamon, Streu 




in a related fiold, odminion lo 9!."duote 
· school, undor,tonding alWellnen 
pl,ilasopl,y, ~wrillencnc!verbol 
ccmmunication u.iDs, ~•in one 
specific conlent orec> ol lho W.llnes, 
Center (as li>ted abo.e). 
. . -
DESIRASI.E QUAIJACATIONS 
INO.IJDE: llo<:lgrounc! in counseling 
~:~~~-
promotion, public rekrtions or re>eoich. 
APPIJCATIONS ore available cl 
Siudent Hool!!, Proe= Wellness 
Center or by a,lling 618·536·.dM 1, 
Applia,~ons need lo be~ by · 
1:t~~~~~~99~~ 
continue un6l pc»itions ore fined. 
LOCAL EASTER PROMOTION, - NEEDED 23 studen!s ~ ~ 
Bunnies needed, gccxhck,,y, wil train, >eriou,Jy intera!ed in bing 5-200 lbs; 
1·800-969·2.4AOext551:· · · co!llocfuy,303-683•..Ul7. ' 
lUTOR/BAIIYSITTER NEEDED •. 
CAlL ANYTIME WORE 2 PM 
549 • .4097 
SHlPl'ING &' LIGHT HAlJUNG, 
no distam:e loo short or Ieng, 
lombert & O'Hare special,, 
Recucnoble Roles 549·1509. 
DEUVERYDRJVER,port~mo,owncnr& Stew• lh•• C.r. Deeter Mobile 
inwrcnce, must be. ava~ Jome lunch medicmic. He moltes hou.o calls. · l;rw~~ Gua1ros Pizzo. "57·7984, or Mobile 525-8393. 
WANTEO WAITRESS, mu>! be nvof 
over breob encl holiday,, apply in· 
~ Quotr~s Pino, 22
0
2 W. 
DEUVERY PER:,,..~S: MUST hove own, 
insuredai11,bo21 oroverondhoveor 
LEGAi. SERVICES 
Dlnntis frea $250• 
DUI from $250; Car ccciclents,: 




FAST FUNDRAISER:RAISE $500 IN 5 
DAYS-GREEKS, GROUPS, ti.UBS, 
.MOTIVATED INOMDUALS •. FAST, ~,-..!~training.Apply in pman at 
/>iii Mrk!Mod.l vehicles, nnw or r::;.~.~3~A110N, 
not. eon us loro recsonoble a,,h ~. 
We haul to ..,!vag,,. 833;.4728 
HUGI ausiNISS 
. OPPORTUNITY! 
Hi-tech eloctronia. a,mpor:,y need,· 
people for kx:cl, notional & int'I . 
expomion loom. $1 OOK+ poten6all , 
618•457-6154 Box ,soo . _. 
THESIS MANAGEMENT· SERVlCES 
~~1~=1-~ ~Ron. 
HPUSE/PET SITTING, I'll walk tlio 
clag/lecd the a,t/wo:ti:,ls wl,;le 
~.t1o":!cien~:;~~ m-t~:rime 
IIRAJDSI BRAIDS! BRAIDS! 
GORGEOUS & QUALITY AFRICAN 
IIRAJDSolall tnc!..Ab:, avail areAJ-
r:ccn printed attire and REAi. KENTE 
bcinc!s, QUICK SERVICE!, 536-6209 •. 
•. B & J STOR-N-lOCS 
Bo,,. 671,700 W. Main 
DeSolo, IL 62924. 867,2535. 
CASH PAID for eledronia, jewelry & ; 
fJo~~J~5~~ Cmh, 
' JERRY GAAOA UlHOORAPHS 
AffOROABlE 31.4·230-2370. 
. • WANTED l 00 SlUDENTS. lose 
8·100'pcunds. New motabali,m 
brec~. I lost 15 pound. in 3 
weeb. R.N. anistod. Guaranteed 
resul!s, $35 cast, 1 •800-579-1634. 
Cc-•pleto h•-• Sa"'lcos 
:.'.0dent Discount t!itu Mord, · · 
W • 1-:I Pnicoul• g & ltilltln1 
Diuertafion, lhesl,, Papen 
Grocl&bool~ 
APA. Turobicn,MlA 
loser, Fa>!, 7 day./-,! 
. WORDS• Perhcltyl 
457-5655 
HANOY>.W-1, fiou>ewc,hing, . . . 
P.Oinling, roof repair, lawn se:,ice, misc 
i:!uties, call 549-2090. 
lhink..~ng1e •• 
.~'i"'cravs. 
lQO\\: money 6adc gucront.:e 
(Free samples will, onlerJ 
708:B~•mo 
CANCUN HATS AS LOW AS 
$199, Only c few seals left. Won't lo>! 
long, aiO Nowt, Sll>dent Express, B00-
258-9191. ·• • 
lveyouloolirig forccla!e,orr,IO)be 
ju>! someone lo ic!li lof 'Why not t,y on 
, ~f',.'j' {;:'1'110free day wnen 
plocing c !i r:L,y, 3 t:'adl 
!Ads must be for f>'l!S""al, not 
commen;ial use for free day!) 
Tclli to GIRLS "UVl"·2.4 lin. 
1·900-388·9898 &.17067, 
3.99 /mln 1 B+, Seml6196.458d34. 
The gentlemen of 
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Pf:IJMARV IS. l>ISNf..'t· 
NEXTWW:. USKI~ 
MIXED-MEDIA 
INJflJM .,. o,....,.,.u,..•s 
LARRV KINGDOM-
I I 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU .. 
HEAT UP YoDR N1011~ 
TRY·Oua·a SP1c:,· 
,. DINNER. SPECIALS 
- IF.~IHIILW lNl&IJ))fE · 
JJ&llJMPIE~@. lP@lPlPIElFJ 
• Cool down witf1 I 
&MUCHA CERVEZA. 










Classic Home Opener 
· amti1111ed from 7111gc 12 conli1111cd from page 12 
the spot." Anlrey s.1id. ·NCAA ··Sunday against WIU, and deliv• • 
'"He was the runner-up to Championships, • emf an 8-2 victory. · Jami Koss; SC11ior second 1msc-· 
advance. If someone would h.1ve After surrcmlering two runs in man, had two hit,, scored one nnt 
been iltjurcd or sick. he \\7L<; tl1cre. I guarantee you, u1e first inning to WJU, Farrow set• and stoic one base in U1rcc at b.1ts. 
'"Alex (Wright) is going to ha\'c : tled down ;md put goose eggs 011 Freshman left· fielder Jennifer 
togointbcrc:mdbecompctilivc,do dq not adhere to ' Uie boanJ for Uic Salukis until he 'Feldmeier scored: a run and 
what he did L1st year, and I think he the 20 hours wa, pulled in tl1e nintl1 inning after · knocked in a run witl1 her only hit 
has a shot to make the NCAA walking Ille lead-off hiller. in two al bats. · 
final~"bcsaid. a week. Kratochvi~whocaughtalltlll'CC , Junior first baseman, Maggie 
Wright said IJC wa, disappointed Th . ch d , games, said having all three start- '. Calcaterra, had .the other bit in 
will1 bis results in ll1e Zone Meet L1st err coa es O, , ing pitching spot, filled by Saluki thrce pfatc appearances. 
ycar,:indsaidhcpL111Sdomud1bct- but the athletes , hurlcrsindic:itcsthcpitdiingstafrs Senior pitcher-Jamie Schuttck 
ter this year. 1 dedication to, improvement over threw seven innings and faced' 27 
~1 was kind or disappointed with are working out i t11c offscason. · . batters, giving up seven hits and 
L'!St ycar"sZoncMcct."Wrightsaid. 35 Of 40 ; wl think it says a Jot about how i .. one earned run and struck out two. '111c goal there is to get to the ' mud1 tl1c pitci1crs improved over Senior ccnicr fielder, Christine 
NCAA·s, and I missed it by one hours a, week.'' last season, and how hard tJicy Knotts, had two bits and knocked 
place. wmked in tl1c offscason,'.' be said. in one rua 
"Wchadaconfcrcnccmeetacou" D d "Toiy;.who is a newcomer, and· : ,Knotts said tl1c game v.-as good 
pie of weeks back (National. • ave A1i retJ freshmen Jason Frasor have really ' experience for tl1c squad; and it 
Independent 01ampionships, whid1 Saluki diving coacl! i given our staff a boosL We knew gave tl1em Ilic opportunity to learn 
took place on Feb. 21-24) U1at wa~ 1 that Dave Farrow and Brad • a lot about themselves and U1c 
like a pre-Zone meet. If I dive like l -----------· 1; Blumenstock could pitch, but we tliings tlicy ncctl to improve upon. 
dove UJCrc, I definitely think I'll get lot ofimpro\'cmcnt. :md hopefully I , were j~st waiting for them. to · wwc did a, we expected for this 
in (to the NCAA's).'" c:m carry tliat over to next week," , mature. time or tl1e scm;on, and we· found 
Anlrcy cxpL1incd t11at Ilic lack of Holland said. · Jones, who transferred to SIUC · some tl1ings .we need to work on," 
experience was a factor for the . Ardrey :ulded tl1at tl1i~·ycar, his l from Madonna University, was · she said. · 
women's perfonrumcc as well. team is more experienced and a , also named the toum.'11Ilcnt's most 
'"Our women L'lSt year, were very mucl1 more confident team. : valuable player for his .500 batting 
incxpcricnccd. •• Anlrcy said. Ardrey said tl1e training a diver ' average, two home ma,, :md seven 
"I thought they went there {to the · docs pL1ys an important role and can runs batted in over Ilic weekend. 
Zone Meet) and dove exactly the make U1c difference w!JCthcr or not His t11rcc-run homer against 
Tuesday; March SJ 1996 {f-j . 
· G r:etzky ·deal· 
mishandled by 
all .involved 
. By Helene Elliott 
1111? Los Angcll!S Times 
· · In summing up the Los Angeles 
Kings' trade of Wayne Gretzky, 
· it's clcarcveryoncrould have ban-
. died the whole affair .witl1 more 
di.!,'llity. 
· It was absurd for Gretzky to 
: claim he was surprised at Ilic fuss 
when he said U1c Kings needed to 
improve tl1cir lalcnL 
When tl1e New York Rangers· 
bad a contract dispute witl1 their 
captain, Mark Messier, they 
' resolved it cleanly, witl1011t furor, 
and kept him. 
TI1e Kings·]J1airi trust couldn't 
: do tl1e same. · 
1l1e Blues will benefit because 
· they have a rejuvenated Gre17J..-y. 
TI1c Kings will benefit because 
· they no longer have Grct;;ky 
rumors to distract them. 
way that t11ey could dive. 1bcy were he or she goes to the NCAA WIU proved to be the game ;'inner 
inexperienced. tl1ey were scared to OIUIIlpionships. in a come from behind 8-2 victory. 
• Prepare your first resume 
death, :md U1ey were in one of the --Our training i, high!Y regulated "lt"s great because it's tl1c first 
toucl1cM wnes." by llJC NCAA, and we arc limited to home tournament. and I'm happy I 
Speaking from JX.'fSOn:11 cxpcri- 20 hours a week," Anlrcy said. could help out in winning three 
cncc at the 1995 Zone Meet, MBut tlJC aUll:tcs have to make a games," he said. 
Holland said tl1e pressure of the commitment a~ to how mud1 time Jones also said hew.is cager to 
Zone Meet pL1yed a big pan in her they wan I to spend outside of Ille prove hinti;clf in fron I of tl1e Imme 
p...'Iformancc. pool. What tl1ey'n; v.illing to do out• crowd bcamsc he v.a• w1known to 
-1 had a tough lime with Ilic pres- side of tl1e pool will affect t11cir per- the fans due to his tra11srcr. 
sure of pcrfonning at tl1e meet. so fonnancc inside lhc pool. Kratocbvil said liaving seven of 
t11is year my goal is definitely 10 do -T11c kids who win NCAA the 14 members on tlJC Saluki team 
better," Holland said v.itl1 a chuckle. OIUIIlpionships, ~ guarantee you, do shows how improved the team is 
· WI would say my diving overaU not adhere to .the 20 hours a week. i over L1st season, and di<;pfays some · 
tllisycarh,,simpro\'cdalmostalnm- 1l1eir coaches do (adhere to tJic · of U1c new talent coach Dan· 
dr¢pcrccnt,''she.saicl;MI fccl l'mat ·rule), bu1 the athletes arc .worldng_ : Callal1.111 has recruited. 
Ilic le\'cl'wlicrcl iim ronipcte ·imd out 35 or 40 hours a week. You -wc·rca very talcntcd tc:un,m1d 
be very competitive with t11c top can't train 20 hours a week and to put seven members on tl1c tour-
di\'ers al tl1e Zone MccL expect a high lcvci of pcrf ormancc namcnt team says a lot about tl1c 
In her t11rcc years at Southern, because it takes an outside commit- team;· he said. "As we play more I 
Holland said no woman diver has mcnL" think we're going to surprise 
competed in the NCAA Both Wright and Holland said some people." 
• Critique your current resume 
• Upgrade your current resume 
• Cover letters 
• Reference Sheets 
Only. one local service provides 
the professional• advice you need and 
the top-quality laser originals you want. 
WO·RDSf Perfectly • 
457-5655 
Also Word Processing and Editing 
Championships, but she plans on thcirsclJCdulcsduring lhcscasonarc 
hrcak'.;,.! tl1at streak. filled with training and botl1 said 
-1 tl1h1k it"s a very realistic goal tlJCy train more than just while lhcy 
t11is year to reach the NCAA ·s," arc at practice. 
RESERVE OFF ICE BS' TB A I· NIN G 
Holland said. --Ore of the most qusicst days 
"l U1ink tltat the two years of (during the season) is when my 
experience being at Ilic Zone Meet teammate, Jodi (Mulvihill) and I go 
and seeing what competition is to SL Louis, Mo., to dive pfatfonn," 
lbcrc, it just feels like it's time." Wright said; 
Holland addctl tllal tl1c NIC meet "That takes most of t11c day 
brougl1t out the best pcrlbnnancc of because we liave a two hour drive 
her lile. · tl1crc, a lhrcc hour workout. and a 
'11mt showed me tll3l I made a two hour drive home." 
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a By,. the time you have graduated from 
freshimm or sophomore, you can· still · college, you'll have the, credentials of 
catch . up to your cl8$tllates by· .e•OE• ~,. . an Anny officer. You'll also have 
attendmg ~Y R?TC Camp Chai· . i the· self-confidence and discipline 
lenge, a paid SJX-week summer , it takes to succeed· in r.ollege and 
course in leadership training, ' i_ beyond: , 
l!CfileNC! 
ARMY··ROTC. 
m.: SMARTEST- COWGE CO~E YOU CAN TAKE. 
For details, visit Kesncn Hall on Greek ·Row or call 
• . 453°5786 .. 
SalUkis drop baH, game to -Panthers 
Four SIUC errors lead to: a pair of unea·mnedi rur:1s in J...,2' loss: to, IEasterri Illinois 
. . . ' '• . , . 
By William C. Phillips Ill 
Daily Egyptian Reporter 
SIUC's women's soflball squad 
came up 011e run short in !heir sea-
son home opener against lhe Eastern 
Panthers with a 3-2 Joss. 
· Saluki coach Kay Brcchtelsbauer 
said their goal was to win the game, 
but the team failed to capitalize on 
driving in runs and left a few players 
stranded on base. 
"We did some good things but we 
failed to get the clutch hit." she said. 
Brechtclsbauer said, overall, the 
team hit the ball well, but early in 
the game they had problems with 
their defense. 
The Salukis' four errors led to 
two unearned runs. 
"'The more we play. the more we 
will execute a little better," she said. 
"\Ve pitched good, but Eastern 
was able to drop a couple in for 
hits." 
Brcchtelsbaucr said it is too early 
in the season to worry about the 
loss, and the team will bounce back 
from the defeat in its next gan1e . 
.. One game is far from a season." 
she said .. 
.. We will go back after it in 
Tennessee against Middle 
Tennessee State." 
Southem's seniors led the team 
by hammering out four of the 
Salukis' six hits. 
see HOME OPENER, page 11 
PAUL MAitoav..:. The oau;; Eiiiiiian 
Saluki sophomore shortstop Jmny Pearce (left), pleads her case lo lite umpire directi11g him to call a11 Eastem Illinois player out al seco11d 
base Monday aftemoo11 at IA W Fields. 171e SJUC softball squad were tripped up by Jlte'Pa11t11ers, 3-2. · 
------1•.·.~~"·~MJJl1.Piye;::;~li,--------
S I UC divers preparing themselves 
for preliminary NCAA zo·ne meet 
By Jared Driskill · Championshlps," Ardrey' said. On the men's side, he said sopho-
Daily Egyptian Reporter "Traditionally, it's been one of the more Alex Wright will have to be 
Pemaps the phrase, "living life on 
the edge'' brings to mind a daredevil 
individual who holds no regard to 
danger. 
mo;e diffi~t ~~cs. There's a lot of one of the top 30 divers in the coun-:fc~:=~:= ~:1~~: l~:.s:::~:;~~ . 1h14 b ; ·,n,m- -~~i-$Ag~'EJU•Frid,y•~oio,,J 
~¥,€~ E~§~~~ ~• 1'1tr·--~~.Jll~~ For six SIUC students, Jiving life on the edge of a spring board is per-haps their most recognized talent \Vilh the 1996 Z.One Qiving Meet 
closing in on the Southern diving 
squad, five of lhc six divezs surpassed 
qualif)ing scores to compete in the 
2.one D meet which takes place from 
March 14-16 at the University of 
Arl:ansas in Fayette\ille. 
"A diver has one opportunity to Mulvihill; lhc2.oneisafamiliarplace :,;i:&siem'.'il11~Fii~.'.if;; Saturday/Blumenstoc ma,;;~~ 
aa;i~ ~i~ ;.r.1•1•." As diving coach Dave Ardrey explained, the Diving Z.One Meet is lhc equivalent to NCAA Basketball's "Elite eight" or "Sweet 16'. 
·'The Z.One Diving Meet is the pre-
liminaries to the NCAA ~~~ t~ ~~i:~~ng the top 32 sec DIVERS, page 11 :~:~~.½~:~~:~J~~L~;f~m~r.~~f'.. (~~•fu~~-n:01 
Betvveen the Lines 
ry,he SIUC baseball team travels to Murray, 
.I Ky. today to baltle the Mllffily State Racers at 
2p.m. 
1be Salukis (4'2} are cum:ntly on a four-game 
winning streak which includes a three-game 
sweep of lhe Saluki/ Best Inns Classic lhis past 
weekend over Northern, Eastern and Western 
Illinois. 
Murray State (4'9) is coming off a 6-1 loss to 
MVC ~ember Bradley Man:h 3, and has been 
outscored 115-62 'this season. Salley was a m"ember ofthe Detroit Pistons back-
to-back championship teams in.1989 and •90; 
~e Chicago Bears re-signed restricted. free After a six-year stint \\ith lhe Pistons, Salley was 
..L agent wide receiver Curtis Conway to a four traded to the Miami Heat in September of 1992 
year, $10 million contract Monday. Conway, who · where he spent three-years; · 
was the Bears' first round draft pick in 1993, 
caught 62 passes ]:!SI season for 1,037 yards and st Louis Blues stiperst:lrWaync ~retzky is. 
12 touchdowns. During his three-year NFL . list~ as day-to-day afler suffering a mmor 
career, Conway has 120 receptions for 1,814 concussioninSwiday'swinatEdmontoii.Playing 
yards_and 16 touchdown.,;. injust his second game wilh the Blue.s, Gretzky 
was knocked unconscious when he was elbowed' 
rpJie Chirago Bulls have reponedly signed \'et- by Edmonton's Kelly Buchberger in the second 
.I! eran forward John Salley. The 31-year-old period of :Sunday's game. · 
Eastern Illinois 3 SIUC 2 
~ All. B H . .BW i!II 
Koss 3' 1 2 0 0 
Feldmeier 2 1 1 1 0 
Us. 3 o· o o· ·o 
Schuttek3OOO 0 
Knotts 3 0 2 1 .Q 
Long, 3 0 0 0 0 
.c:a!calena.Maz.3 0 0 0 0 
Calca!Vml.~ 0 1 0 0 
Shields O O O O 0 
Basinger .1 . 0 ' 0 0 0 
,Pean:e .1· 0 0 ·O ·O 
·~ . Ie . B H ~ Im , 
Schuttek 7. 3 :1 2 0 
